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ABSTRACT
To be human is to seek to understand the known and unknown world. The Covid-19
pandemic offers researchers the opportunity to examine online meaning-making on a
more ubiquitous magnitude than ever experienced in history, without positioning the
digital world as less authentic, or distinct, from the physical. Using mixed-methods
grounded theory, this study posed the research question: (RQ) How do high school
parents use an online community to (re)conceptualize aspects of contemporary society?
The NRC Emotion Intensity lexicon (Mohammed, 2018) was used to score online forum
posts from 2018-2021 using eight emotions to quantitatively represent changes over time.
The qualitative data focused on core issues in education and observations during the
Covid-19 pandemic using constructivist thematic coding - initial, focused, and theoretical
– to identify prevailing themes. The convergence mixed-methods model was used to
combine QUAN+QUAL data and identify the prevailing theory that can be concluded
from the research. With relation to the research question, the findings establish that
reconceptualization occurs in an online community through various agents engaged in
dialogic conversation, and further reveals that (A) extreme coping mechanisms are used
to adapt to new and reoccurring threats and Covid-19 is a catalyst for this behavior, (B)
parents are extremely dissatisfied with contemporary education independently of the
pandemic and in reaction to poor adaptability during it, and (C) variation in emotion may
occur relative to context each year, but the priority categories of concern produce greater
variation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Despite human’s varied conceptual levels formed by differences in knowledge,
experiences, and values (Kumar, 2014), the Covid-19 pandemic is the first globally
ubiquitous experience since the birth of the internet. Individuals may never stand on the
same conceptual foundations, but there is potential in studying online meaning-making
through a globally experienced threat to explain an emergent phenomenon within human
complexity online. As the contemporary world continues to battle the SARS-CoV-2
(coronavirus) pandemic, it runs the risk of becoming what is considered an
intergenerational phenomenon and an agency of mass trauma (Prideaux, 2021).
Predictions range from minimal long-term effects to massive global consequences.
Contained within these predictions is a single commonality: education recovery is
essential to the country’s recovery (Masri & Sabzalieva, 2020). The significance of this
study is highlighted in two categories within the context of the pandemic: knowledge
acquisition through education and meaning-making in the digital age.

Statement of Problem
The internet as an emergent system exposes us to stimuli that continuously inform our
conceptualizations of the known world, but the frequently debated argument of the
modern age sustains the internet as a source of decreasing cognition. In other words,
people appear more divided, less independent, and less sufficient than ever (Shao et al.,
2018), and this has unintentional consequences on every aspect of society (Gil De
1

Zúñiga; et al., 2012; Rak et al., 2018). Through the internet as a knowledge system,
access does not equal ability, and both exposure and experience are not equal among
users, just as they are not equally acquired in the physical world (Büchi & Vogler 2017;
Choi & DiNitto, 2013; Reisdorf et al., 2021; Lichy & Kachour, 2014; Niehaves &
Plattfaut, 2014; Suleski & Ibaraki, 2010). The digital and physical worlds are not separate
entities either, wherein one experience is more valuable than the other – a heavily
contested positionality in research (Cheng & Li, 2014; Victorin, 2021) – but the World
Wide Web connects people to things they might have never encountered in the physical
world; therefore, diversifying the human experience even further (Deursen et al., 2015).
If everyone encounters both the physical and digital worlds on different conceptual
levels, Covid-19 is the first chance to examine dialogic meaning-making in online
environments during a globally ubiquitous threat when the social encounters of the
physical environment are restricted.

From the perspective of education, research revealed numerous concerns prior to the
pandemic, and highlights current and predicted effects of the pandemic such as mass
trauma (Prideaux, 2021), emergency remote learning (Lee et al., 2021) loss of income,
employment, or opportunity (Kazemi et al., 2021; Wooldridge, 2021) and re-evaluation
of inequity and existing issues (Watson et. al., 2020; Zang et al., 2021) that are – as
exhausted as the word may be – unprecedented. The closest comparable threat of this
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magnitude to institutional education in the United States was the Great Depression
(Selgin, 2021).

If structured learning is defined as intentional, goal-oriented, and guided learning –
usually occurring within institutions constructed with a learning purpose such as
churches, schools, and online courses – then informal, unintentional, or unstructured
learning occurs both online and in person. With increased technological use and
information exposure in the digital age, researchers in education must consider the
contemporary meaning-making that occurs rapidly in both unstructured and structured
learning online by continuously asking questions, such as: Does online meaning-making
conflict with institutional learning? If education, as a rather undefined system of
knowledge acquisition through institutions of schooling, was perceptually unstable prior
to the first ubiquitous global threat since the creation of the internet (Altan, 2020), how
did our society handle information learning at a distance? How did meaning-making
occur in online communities? In what ways did dialogic conversation contribute to the
meaning-making process in a digital social environment? And, above all else, how can
we expect society to change as a result?

Purpose of Study
Using mixed-methods, grounded theory (MM-GT) methodology in a study that employs
the use of data mining, sentiment analysis, and thematic coding to analyze posts from an
3

online forum community for high school parents, this study cements itself as unique in
the research field. The phenomenon being studied is meaning-making in an online
community during a global threat for the purpose of modeling the dimensions of concern
parents had/have for the state of education and quality of life before, during, and after the
pandemic.

This study maps the meaning-making dimensions of participants within two identifiable
categories of contemporary concern, the Covid-19 pandemic and education in the United
States, and is guided by the following inquiries:
(i)

How, if at all, has online engagement changed over time?

(ii)

How do parents conceptualize the pandemic online?

(iii)

How did parents’ conceptualizations of education issues change during the
pandemic?

(iv)

What is the impact of Covid-19 on high school parents’ perceptions of quality
of life and education in the United States?

Using education as a focal point– a system known by parents with complex sociopolitical qualities (Hampton-Garland et al., 2017) and high stakes in post-pandemic
recovery (El Masri & Sabzalieva, 2020) – as well as the pandemic itself caused by
SARS-CoV-2, the research question is as follows: (RQ) How do high school parents use
an online community to (re)conceptualize aspects of contemporary society?
4

Significance of Study
In previous research, I examined cultural replication and reproduction in two middle
schools and proposed a new theory and model to lay the conceptual groundwork for
teachers’ perceptions of ineffective long-term change in education. Essentially, the needs
of students and teachers in public education are not being met and the stability of the
system is called into question (Montcrieff, 2019). My motivation for the current study
stems from a similar interest in social and systemic change but examines the phenomenon
of online value conceptualization or the process in which individuals use online social
encounters to make meaning.

Born in the late 1960s, my father witnessed the growth of the Information Age and quick
conceptual changes. To his peers, the weight of intelligence was knowing something
others didn’t. A fact about fish from an encyclopedia could impress the company you
kept if no one else knew it, but with all the known knowledge in the world in our pockets,
what does it mean to be ‘smart’ today? If the concepts of self, other, and systems are
defined by our perceptions, every aspect of society is influenced by the framework
individuals give it, making it important to analyze people’s interpretations of things as
often as we analyze the objects of interpretation themselves.

5

Two core concepts inform the urgency of this study:
(i)

Education as a system struggled to adapt to changes prior to the pandemic,
and the inequitable divide has only grown larger since.

(ii)

The internet is a socio-technical system, named a necessity in modern times,
with a complex culture of opinion, knowledge acquisition, and social groups
that influence meaning-making.

Education and Covid-19
In terms of knowledge acquisition through education: When we seek to improve, engage,
or quantify; when we identity problems, solutions, and policy; when we discuss the
failings or successes of a perceived system of education, what precisely is being
referenced? According to research, it depends on who you ask (Graham et al., 2015). The
conceptual groundwork for education lacks a coherent definition for the very process it
attempts to uphold. There is little distinction between a universal definition of education
(what), the role of education (how), and the purpose of education (why) (Anderson et al.,
2020). The United States is a relatively young country, and over time, education is
continuously redefined based on relevancy to a contemporary purpose (Dombkowski,
2001; Nienkamp 2010; Thayer-Bacon, 2019). Yet what persists are the oftencontradictory re-conceptualizations of individuals: how we understand changes to
education and the ontological categories we place them in.

6

As a teacher candidate, I hold particular interest with research in teaching and learning.
While this study does not examine education through an institution, it does address the
dialogic learning environment of a digital community external to both a particular
institution or pedagogy and an established student-teacher relationship. Education
recovery is a prevalent post-pandemic concern in research, but I am particularly attentive
to this new concept that society is ‘primed for education reform' (Vegas & Winthrop,
2020). Research in crisis response cites an opposing trend: an eagerness to obtain stability
through conservative measures or returning to what is familiar and comfortable (Kim,
2018). Meaning, even if the consequences of the pandemic make the inequity in our
society more apparent, research shows a history of conservative socio-political and
economic crisis-response; even if we become more aware of new problems and ones that
have always existed, we may be unable or unwilling to address them.

Digital Society
According to current research, the digital age has changed much about society
(Castellacci & Tveito, 2018; Smith et al., 2015) and our culture has always been
concerned about the lasting effects (Dretzin & Maggio, 2008; Kreps & Kimppa, 2015).
Unlike most highly valued innovations, the internet is not a regulated commerce. People
have turned aspects of the internet into profit, but the internet is a complex, emergent
mechanism with infinite possibilities. When we research the internet as a wealth of
information, we often focus on the metaphor of the internet as an endless library of
7

knowledge made digital. History is experienced here, and new books are published every
day, but this is a limited quantification. One may encounter new information, but the
internet is not the equivalent of an encyclopedia made digital, or the foolproof source of
all the knowledge that could ever possibly exist. We conceptualize the internet this way
by using what is known and familiar to us, but the internet is also a producer of
knowledge, a conceptual catalyst, and a system with cultural attributes distinguishable by
nature as a complex society of its own creation (Petrova, 2021). In this sense, with the
invention of the World Wide Web, we didn’t just gain instant access to a wealth of
information; we began an ontological shift in how we experience the world.

Digital archives hold the underdeveloped potential for meaning-making research. I was
first introduced to the concept of digital history through preserved, live-forum reactions
of the tragedy of 9/11 (How an Online Community Responded on 9/11, 2006). The
meaning-making that occurred during 9/11 in an online space was preserved, making it
capable of being studied. Additionally, research cites the importance of remembered
verses recorded history in real-time (Arora et al., 2016; Zhang, 2008). The Wayback
Machine is an online tool that captures website content. For social science research, this
archive offers real-time historical website data. Even if websites change or update their
information, the archive captures earlier versions. For website content that does not
archive itself, this is a key tool for conducting online research.

8

Rationale for Study
This study uses mixed-methods, grounded theory (MM-GT) with a convergence mixedmethods design (Creswell, 1999) constructivist grounded theory approach (Charmaz,
2006), descriptive-comparative quantitative analysis, and thematic coding for both
qualitative and QUAN+QUAL analysis to develop a prevailing theory. The
methodological research on MM-GT is a growing body of work with limited guidelines.
The current study not only provides theoretical framework for the observed phenomenon,
but also attempts to clarify the procedures I undertook during data collection and analysis
using MM-GT.

Key features of this study are identified as follows.
a. Provides methodological transparency in mixed-methods, grounded theory (MMGT) research (Guetterman et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2010) in the education field
(Coe et al., 2021).
b. Conducts sentiment analysis in the field of education outside its majority use in
higher education, and with a larger data set (Zhou & Ye, 2020).
c. Examines contextual meaning-making during the first globally ubiquitous
experience since the creation of the internet.
d. Proposes a theory and model with severe implications in education and across
other research disciplines.
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Researching informal learning and the human experience online through theoretical
construction of an observed phenomenon is relatively underexplored. That isn’t to say
that the effects of the digital era, or the Second Information Age, is a barren field of
research. Studies narrow on the behavioral, social, and cognitive consequences of the
internet (Cash et al., 2012; Momeni & Rabbat, 2016), while perhaps unintentionally
undermining the fundamental value of a culture of overexposure – relative to history – as
it is experienced by people today. Simply put, research is a meaning-making process, but
we have yet to examine how people, as an overarching social system – not focused on a
particular concept of meaning-making such as misconceptions like fake news – use
dialogic online environments to conceptualize modern society on a ubiquitous magnitude.

From my own experiences with online engagement to my pedagogical approaches as a
teacher candidate and substitute teacher, the ways in which individuals, social groups,
and societies build conceptual levels and cognitive schemas is an important research
paradigm for the education discipline. In the context of the digital age, this research
becomes even more valuable.

Summary
This thesis includes seven chapters. The first chapter provides background on the
identified problem, outlines the research question and general inquiry that guides the
researcher, and introduces the phenomenon contextualized in this study.
10

Chapter 2 is a review of relevant literature in the research field and provides examination
of digital society, deficits in sociology and education theory, meaning-making, and
studies that highlight the importance of two contemporary concerns: education and
pandemic recovery.

Chapter 3 explains the methodological approach of the study. Rationale, criteria, and an
explanation of mixed-methods, grounded theory is outlined in extensive detail that
includes a model of this study’s research methods constructed for transparency. The
chapter also describes the mixed-methods convergence design, constructivist grounded
theory methodology, descriptive-comparative quantitative analysis, thematic coding
qualitative analysis, and the tools for data collection such as Octoparse and Python.

Chapters 4 presents the findings using tables, figures, and thematic codes from the
quantitative and qualitative analysis, and identifies key interpretations of the findings.
Chapter 5 proposes a theory and model to interpret the data and discusses implications.
Chapter 6 reviews limitations and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) utilizes thematic coding and researcher
memos to examine a phenomenon. It is empirical work that takes the researcher from
specificity to a broader concept to produce an explanatory theory and model that serves
as a meta-cognitive tool for the dimensions of the study phenomenon. This study is
guided by the literature insofar that it serves to better inform the phenomenon focus. This
chapter is organized using three related areas of research: online communication,
meaning-making and sociology, and education and pandemic recovery.

Online Communication
Contemporary internet research covers a wide range of topics. In early-era studies, people
believed the internet could be a source of equity, and the concept that online everyone is
equal became a widespread ideology. This is contested today through research that finds:
(a) Inequality doesn’t just disappear (Walasek et al., 2018).
(b) The internet is constructed in reflection of the physical world (Kirmayer, et al.,
2013).
(c) The digital and physical worlds are not entirely separate entities (Deursen et
al., 2015).
(d) Access does not imply ability (Kim & Feng, 2021; Karaoglu et al., n.d.).
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Much of recent literature identifies areas of problematic internet use (PIU) and the
cognitive, social, and physical deficits it causes (Funk et al., 2004; Ioannidis et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2019; Prizant-Passal, 2016; Reiner et al., 2017; Salmela-Aro et al., 2017; Shen et
al., 2013) as well as arguments for or against various classifications of online behavior
(Kaess et al., 2021; Wegmann & Brand, 2016; Wegmann et al., 2018). The past two years
have shifted the research field to focus on internet use during the pandemic in areas of
rebuilding lost routes of communication. Studies in online behavior frequently discover
that the negative consequences of internet use are not restrictive among culture or
geographical location (Rak et al., 2018; Lindström et al., 2019) but often limit findings
within a dichotomous dimension of positive-negative impact. This observation does not,
in any way, devalue existing research, but instead draws attention to a research deficit in
theory construction.

One study conducted in 2017 (Kardefelt‐Winther) challenged internet-addiction research
as a frequent mismatch between theory and findings in empirical work. The study
recommended that future research on internet use be analyzed outside an addiction
framework as coping mechanisms often look like addictive behavior. Of the studies cited
in this paper, a majority use adolescences as the target population. By narrowing the
scope and increasing specificity using what is assumed to be known (ex. addiction is the
type of behavior observed; adolescents are most effected by the internet than adults),
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research risks missing the potential for crucial theoretical themes that identify
connections across domains.

Meaning-making, sense-making, and general conceptualization of existence appear to
heavily rely on the theoretical frameworks of ancient philosophers, sociologists, and
cognitive psychologists; as if everything that can be found, has already been discovered –
or everything that exists has already been explained. The move to a society that values
objective empirical work with sole quantitative methodology (Westerman, 2006)
undermines the research potential for quantitative and qualitative analysis through
thematic coding to develop contextual theory. Changes in how we construct our reality
due to the internet have the potential for monumental effects on the research field and our
understanding of human cognition, behavior, and socialization. A recent study proposed
the rise in socially constructed threat responses online, meaning that media and social
networks increase the potential to form threat associations experienced indirectly
(Lindström et al., 2019). This study calls attention to a theoretical deficit in research in
how we make meaning of our world given the rapid, global changes of contemporary
society. The following section briefly outlines research aims in the social sciences and
meaning-making.

14

Sociology and Meaning-Making
Contemporary research proposes that great revolutionary discoveries occur because the
scientists behind them experience an ontological shift, which puts the phenomenon they
study in a new ontological category (Deventer, 2021). To generate new discoveries and
new theory, one must conceptualize phenomena in ways that don’t exist. Ontology, or the
categorical structure of reality, is the relationship between lateral or hierarchal concepts.
We’re so often busy attempting to build up core classifications through hierarchy that we
forget the lateral shifts that occur with new information or conceptualizations.

In constructivism, meaning must be interpreted. There is no objective truth or reality, and
conceptualization of the world, people, and existence depends on perception. Among the
many theories and sources of knowledge acquisition, social constructivism proposes that
all knowledge is socially constructed (Pfadenhauer & Knoblauch, 2019). This study does
not utilize a theoretical framework for interpretation – grounded theory methodology is
conducted without a theoretical approach that may influence the researcher – but the
researcher memos conducted throughout the qualitative coding process designate the
importance of people learning from the experiences of others (see Appendix G).

Bauman (1978) was the first to breach the boundaries of proper sociological studies using
conversation rather than interviews that assume the researcher as an expert and
participants as unintelligent, giving more credit to the conceptual ability of the average
15

citizen. While revisiting the literature during the coding process, I came across
frameworks like dialectic hermeneutics in information technology (Myers, 1994),
informal learning and sense-making (Mejiuni et al., 2015), observation theory and
second-observer interpretation (Esposito, 1996), and other studies where researchers
attempted to make sense of the world. The current study expands on the meaning-making
in an online community without a theoretical lens but is guided by the understanding that
people are capable of complex meaning-making, and that interpreting interpretations is a
severely undermined research paradigm.

In education and social sciences research, things are more frequently quantified through
nuance than they are theorized, or are theorized in a nuanced way, diminishing both the
intent and applicability of theory (Healy, 2017). This narrowing or nuanced
conceptualization of a phenomenon is inconsistent with the fundamental values of theory
construction which maps dimensional patterns instead of detailed identification of
solutions to, perhaps, misidentified problems. As one educator in sociology research in
online meaning-making states: “to view youth information-seeking behavior as generally
lacking is to overlook the new behaviors nurtured and facilitated by the digital
environment and to miss the golden nuggets embedded in these studies” (Koh, 2015). In
this instance, to assign blame to certain behaviors, or attribute a specific cause-effect
nature to behaviors, opinions, or attitudes considered deficit to a standard, is to
undermine the ability of grounded theory research to contextualize patterns.
16

Education and Pandemic Recovery
According to the ideas of Weber (1864-1920), long-term education is hostile to
neoliberalism and should exist externally from the consumer economy. As he sees it,
commodified education may take years to build, but is easily destroyed. Research in
education reform highlights two key ideas – does reform work and how is it achieved –
while ignoring the very important question: do we know what we’re doing? (Fuller &
Stevenson, 2019). The World Health Organization (WHO) declared Covid-19 a pandemic
on March 11, 2020, and fourteen days later all United States public school buildings were
closed. By July of the same year, public schools were expected to be part of a reopening
experiment, a federal-backed push to recover the economy and test a potential return to
normal (Education Week, 2021). The experiment was met with much contention.

The impact magnitude of Covid-19 has no direct comparison in United States history, but
past pandemics and studies of the current one are shown to catalyze xenophobia (Cohn,
2012; McKiven, 2007; Gover et al., 2020), economic instability (Wong et al., 2021), loss
of learning (Chakraborty et al., 2021), negative mental health (Lee et al., 2021), and
deficit narratives (Garcia & Weiss, 2020) among other short- and long-term
consequences. The urgency in examining social behaviors during a pandemic cannot be
understated (Vindrola-Padros et al., 2020). The contemporary literature in post-Covid-19
recovery identifies causes, consequences, and contingency plans for relief, recovery, and
reform such as minimizing the negative effects on students within the first year (Özek,
17

2020) and combining online and classroom learning in meaningful ways in the future
(Chakraborty et al., 2021).

Following the start of the pandemic, research began the process of identifying problems
and potential ways to minimize fallout but remains within a cause/effect domain of study
that favors specificity over generality. A broader scope can critically examine patterns in
education as key populations adapt to an unprecedented threat on a global scale.
Considering the rapid growth of the twenty-first century, modeling to re-evaluate the
systems that sustain our society is an even more crucial research prerogative. The
common inquiry fueling the influx of relief, recovery, and reform research appears to be:
What will recovery take to achieve, and what consequences do we face if recovery is
unobtainable? This study pulls back from positive/negative consequence-based inquiry to
map the dimensions in which meaning-making occurs online during a globally
experienced threat.

18

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This chapter begins by outlining a mixed-methods, grounded-theory research design and
criteria, and presents a model of the step-by-step processes used in this study for
methodological transparency. The next section outlines the study design including sample
data, population, and delimitations. Methods of data collection and analysis conclude the
chapter using the convergence model, quantitative and qualitative designs, and tools for
data mining and sentiment analysis.

Mixed-Methods, Grounded Theory (MM-GT)
Contemporary researchers either emphasize the incorporation of grounded theory in
mixed-methods research or vice versa for the rigor of their combined methods (Creamer,
2021; Guetterman et al., 2019) or uphold mixed-methods, grounded theory as a unique
design with full methodological integration, not just as an approach that uses the best
parts from each method (Creamer, 2021). Mixed-methods in research is used with the
intention to engage complex social phenomenon, and MM-GT serves “not to test or
correct what has been found previously, but to extend understanding of the phenomenon
under scrutiny and the scope of the emerging theory” (Walsh, 2015). When the
methodologies are combined, both feed into the methods of constant comparison
characteristic of mixed-methods, and data saturation characteristic of grounded theory.
The terminology used to describe this design depends on the researcher attempting to
outline methodological clarity in this rather unclear and newly practiced research
19

approach. Examples include mixed grounded theory M-GT1 (Johnson & Walsh, 2019),
mixed-methods, grounded theory MM-GT (Johnson, 2010), and mixed method grounded
theory methodology MM-GTM (Creamer, 2021).

The methodology of this study most aligns with the (QUAN+QUAL) GT approach
outlined by Walsh (2014). Most MM-GT studies use the research design to complete a
phase I and phase II analysis of data in which one design, quantitative or qualitative, is
used to explain, test, or prove the other. This study breaks away from testing methods by
creating new meaning from the combined results, as well as any dissonance or agreement
during their comparison. Procedural methods for interpreting QUAN+QUAL
convergence using grounded theory and the method of integration given the data selected
for this study, are vague or nonexistent in current research.

Constructivist Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is a methodological approach with the ability to recover the voices of
human beings, and none have brought it closer to this realization than Kathy Charmaz’s
constructivist design which ‘humanizes’ the methodology (Charmaz, 2006; Priya, 2020).
Grounded theory research begins with a narrow observation, then expands through
conceptual saturation to construct a theory that best explains an emergent phenomenon

1

Hyphens are optional (MGT or MMGT).
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(Coe et al., 2021). This methodology upholds ecological validity, which develops
findings in contextual, real-world application. No matter the style of approach, grounded
theory is both a process and a product resulting in a theory grounded in data (Johnson &
Walsh, 2019). The constructivist approach to grounded theory research “explicitly
assumes that any theoretical renderings offer an interpretive portrayal of the studied
world, not an exact picture of it” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 10) and highlights the importance of
participant and researcher perspective in theory development. Kathy Charmaz (2006)
places particular emphasis on the saturation of themes over quantity, an approach this
study maximized through combining mixed-methods quantitative and qualitative analysis
for a truly rich body of data.

This study used extant texts with a critical perspective, meaning the text was constructed
outside the research context. Participants were not told to respond to a particular question
like most qualitative grounded theory research that use surveys, interviews, and focus
groups to code data. Theory development aligns with Charmaz’s (2006) belief that theory
is rhetorical and serves to argue the contextualized world and relationships, even if
statements appear generalized or neutral. The qualitative research design and coding
methods for analysis using constructivist grounded theory are outlined below (see Initial,
Selective, and Theoretical Coding).
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Convergence Mixed-Methods
Mixed-methods is an acclaimed research paradigm with meticulous analytical
conceptualization (Fielding, 2012; Coe et al., 2021). Also called the convergent parallel
or concurrent design, convergence mixed-methods (Creswell, 1999) is a triangulation
model that involves prioritizing qualitative and quantitative methods equally
(QUAN+QUAL), collecting and interpreting data at the same time, reporting findings
separately, then combining results for an overall interpretation, shown in Figure 1. It’s a
rather complimentary methodology to constructivist grounded theory; as in any mixedmethods design, grounded theory has potential use (Guetterman et al., 2019; Johnson et
al., 2010).

FIGURE 1: Triangulation design-convergence model
Source: Creswell (1999)

Convergent validation through the integration methods of merging quantitative and
qualitative data mostly examines how the findings agree or diverge. This study interprets
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quantitative and qualitative findings, but further extents the convergence design by first
transforming quantitative findings into qualitative statements, then analyzing these
statements as initial codes using constructivist grounded theory methods of initial,
focused, and theoretical analysis to produce new findings from the data.

Design of Study
This mixed-methods, grounded theory (MM-GT) study uses criterion-based purposive
sampling of over 8,000 threads consisting of approximately 100,000 posts from an online
forum community as sources of quantitative and qualitative data analysis. The mixedmethods design is a convergence model (Creswell, 1999), the study uses a constructivist
grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2006), the quantitative analysis uses a descriptivecomparative design, the qualitative analysis uses thematic coding, and the theory
construction process follows key criteria of MM-GT research (Guetterman et al., 2019;
Johnson & Wash, 2019).

TABLE 1: Total Posts

Days

2018
365

2019
365

2020
366

2021
2742

Posts

~ 41,200

~ 35,000

~12,800

~7,200

Approximate sum per year

2

Data was mined on October 1st; therefore 274 days’ worth of data was available for analysis.
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The data mined from the chosen public forum has no identifiable characteristics for
individuals who post or comment, in addition to anonymity granted through generic
public accounts. Any raw data mined from the forum including text, anonymous account
names, and post dates were collected through private, locally-stored data mining tools
and exported to an external hard drive. Text was the only data analyzed and shared in this
study but is even further protected to ensure the privacy of the forum through synonym
and simple grammar adjustments to any direct quote published in the research.

The data collected for analysis is text in the form of posts and comments. Purposive
sampling was used to select an online forum for high school parents with active
engagement relevant to the study’s phenomenon of online meaning-making and the target
population.

Delimitations
To maintain research relevancy and define boundaries, this study contained the following
delimitations.
1) The population of concern was parents with at least one child currently in high
school.
2) The online forum selected invites the particular population of interest and divides
threads per audience, as well as provides an extensive data set with active
engagement.
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3) The text collected for analysis was any post or comment from the selected forum
in any population-relevant thread from the years 2018 through 2021 for
contemporary relevancy to pre- and post-pandemic trends.
4) All posts and comments within the selected timeline were scored using the
National Research Council Canada (NRC) Emotion Intensity lexicon
(Mohammed, 2018) for quantitative analysis of online engagement and emotion
expression.
5) Posts and comments specifically about pre- and post-pandemic education
concerns and the pandemic itself were used for qualitative analysis to thematically
code areas of importance within the research phenomenon.

From the above parameters set by the research, 1) was achieved through threads that
invited the population of interest only, meaning high school parents designated their own
sub-thread community within the forum, 2) was achieved through methods of purposive
sampling for a forum that was actively engaged by the target population; and 3) was
achieved through mining dates of each post or comment, then organizing the output by
year.

High school parents were the chosen population because 1) they are highly affective
contributors to changes in education (Henry, 1997; Horn et al., 2010; Kasik & Gál, 2016)
and significantly influence the learning process of students, 2) they are less likely to be
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born knowing how to use the technology of today, or at the very least, grew up during a
time when personal, digital technology was not a norm, and 3) they aren’t typically the
target population for this kind of digital research.

The online forum was selected using purposive sampling, relying on the phenomenon and
the researcher’s judgement. Although the forum is public, identification is protected by
this study. Key characteristics that contributed to selecting this particular forum are as
follows; 1) threads are naturally divided for easy population selection, 2) provides a large
data set, ensuring greater reliability and relevance (Zhou & Ye, 2020), and 3) is currently
active and highly engaged by the audience of this research. As an education help forum,
the site attracts high school parents more likely to be both aware and involved in current
education practices.

Methods
The literature on conducting a MM-GT study is sparce, but methodological transparency
is key to filling this deficit. Recommendations from Guetterman et al. (2019) provide best
practices in novice and experienced research using MM-GT. Johnson and Walsh (2019)
outline a set of six basic designs to aid beginning researchers. Both are used to construct
the methodological model of this study (Figure 2) and the criteria followed (Table 1)
using constructivist grounded theory and convergence mixed-methods designs. The
model and table below intend to convey methodological rigor.
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FIGURE 2: Methodological Model using MM-GT

Research said to use MM-GT methodology often falls short of meeting key criteria, most
importantly theory development with approximately 67% of studies neglecting to develop
a theory or model (Guetterman et al., 2019). Seeing as theory development is the core
intent of grounded theory research, it’s important to clearly portray the methodological
procedures undertaken in this study to aid the existing body of work in mixed-methods,
grounded theory, and any future studies.
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TABLE 2: Methods Criteria

Criteria
Theoretical
sampling (form of
purposeful
sampling)

For
GT

(Guetterman
et al., 2019)
X

(Johnson &
Walsh, 2019)
X

Constructivist (Charmaz, 2006). Type of
qualitative analysis that creates line-by-line
initial codes from source data, that are then
used to make more categorically rich
selective codes, that are used to construct
theoretical codes (see Appendixes A-C).

X

X

Use in study
Data collection is guided by the emerging
theory. Theoretical sampling must occur for
theoretical saturation and uses data for
concepts and categories.
Used to collect qualitative data that
concerned education and the pandemic. Used
in the process that translated quantitative
data into qualitative. Quantitative findings
were theoretically sampled, then turned into
interpretive statements indicative of
grounded theory initial coding.

Coding method

Mixed-methods
design

MM

Convergence (Creswell, 1999). Quantitative
and qualitative data are analyzed separately,
then integrated for joint interpretation.

X

X

Induction,
deduction, and
abduction

MMGT

GT is foremost an inductive methodology
used to identify patterns, categories, and
theories. To design a MM-GT study, mixed
methods’ justification of multiple logics must
be used.

X

X

In this study, induction guides research while
abduction and deduction are used in
quantitative and qualitative inferences and
cross-comparatively, for the purpose of
constructing a practical theory that is broad
but capable of local contextualization.
Integration
method

MM

Merging. Process of combining quantitative
and qualitative results for joint interpretation.
Used during data analysis when quantitative
findings were transformed into qualitative
statements through theoretical sampling, then
coded using principals of constructivist
grounded theory.

X

Reporting

MMGT

Visual displays (graphs, charts, etc.).
Theoretical codes and narration.

X
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Criteria

For

(Guetterman
et al., 2019)

Use in study

(Johnson &
Walsh, 2019)

Quantitative and qualitative findings are
reported separately, then together following
integration.
Interpretation

MMGT

Inferences, memos, interpretive statements,
and alternate explanations to findings
entertained during data collection and
analysis. ‘Interpretation’ at this level is a key
foundation of GT that occurs during
collection and analysis but is not reported the
same way MM demands from joint
interpretation in convergence design. These
would be more accurately described as metainferences.

X

Joint interpretation occurred after
quantitative and qualitative integration.
Theory
development

The purpose of MM-GT should always be
theory building, no matter the
methodological procedures. A theory that
best explains the data is proposed and a
model is constructed to represent the
research.

X

Saturation

Sampling ends when theoretical saturation is
reached. The researcher is neither introduced
to new data nor new interpretations.
Saturation is achieved during the sampling
and coding process.

X

Memoing

Notetaking research strategy in the social
sciences that maps the researcher’s ongoing
conceptual processing throughout the study.
Aids validity and guides the researcher
during theory construction (see Appendix G).

X

Preliminary inferences used constant
comparative analysis in which quantitative
and qualitative data fed into each other’s
sampling and interpretation throughout data
collection. During combined interpretation,
inferences were developed through these
constant comparative methods. When
integrating QUAN+QUAL, data was
compared at increasingly abstract levels to
form new conceptualizations.

X

Constant
comparative
analysis

MMGT

MMGT
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X

X

Data Collection
Purposive sampling was used to select the forum that best met the needs of the research
phenomenon that attracted frequent engagement from high school parents. Criterion
sampling narrowed the selection to 8,000 threads and 100,000 posts with activity from
2018 to 2021. Quantitative analysis used criterion sampling to run sentiment analysis
scores for all posts and comments first, from 2020-2021 within the selection of 8,000
active threads, then from 2018-2019. After preliminary findings, results were further split
into individual years instead of ranges. Qualitative inquiry was led by theoretical
sampling. Of the criterion data set with 8,000 threads and 100,000 posts and comments,
approximately 400 different users contributed to the ~5,000+ data selected using
theoretical sampling: posts and comments that discussed the pandemic and education
within two timelines for qualitative analysis, 2018-2019 and 2020-2021. Data was
sampled until saturation was reached, a point in which the researcher was neither
introduced to new information nor insights.

Instruments
Octoparse3 (2016) was the data mining software used to collect text, post-dates, and
original thread titles for each post and comment because the forum did not have an open
API, or application programming interface, that would easily allow Python to interact

3

Instructions for use on Octoparse website https://www.octoparse.com/tutorial
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with the data source. This is a free and subscription-based online tool that is easy to use
for data mining novices, capable of running any website source, and executed without the
use of a cloud service, meaning the data extracted is privately stored. I first used
Octoparse to extract a list of active threads from a forum for high school parents that
contained posts within the 2018-2021 timeline, then ran the list separately to extract
posts’ text, dates, and threads of origin. The Octoparse data mining process in this study
was constructed using the instructions on the software’s website and repetitive trial and
error. Data was exported in .csv format. Python was used to input text collected by
Octoparse and run a sentiment lexicon for quantitative analysis. The procedure to collect
data using Octoparse can be found in Appendix E and the exact code run in Python to
assign emotion-affect scores using the National Research Council Canada lexicon
(Mohammad, 2018) is listed in Appendix F.

Data Analysis
Triangulation of research is achieved in this study through qualitative and quantitative
research data that is thematically coded, conducted in tandem then convergered for new
interpretations, memoing that better informs concept development during the research
process, a review of related literature to the phenomenon and theoretical findings, and
thematic coding in constructivist grounded theory for the purpose of saturation. Grounded
theory is an exhaustive approach wherein sampling and coding continues until the
researcher encounters no new information.
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Qualitative
Theoretical sampling was used to identify posts and comments from the collection of
100,000 criterion-sampled data shared by high school parents that (A) specifically
discussed the pandemic, conditions during it, and opinions about the future or predictions
for a post-pandemic reality, and (B) specifically discussed education practices and values,
education concerns, learning expectations for their child or all children, and news or
events about schooling no matter the institution (public, private, university, charter,
online, etc.). (A) data originated from posts during 2020-2021, while (B) data was
divided into two separate timelines of posts during (B1) 2018-2019 and (B2) 2020-2021.

Initial, Selective, and Theoretical Coding
Constructivist grounded theory coding (Charmaz, 2006) was used to analyze three data
sets A, B1, B2 and produce three code books (for A, see Table 3 and Appendix C); (for B1
see Table 4 and Appendix A); (for B2, see Table 5 and Appendix B). Posts were analyzed
line-by-line to form initial codes, then used to construct more generalized categories
through focused codes, then conceptualized into themes using theoretical codes. Research
memos (see Appendix G), or notes taken by the researcher, are constantly compared, and
re-visited as data is analyzed. The intent of memoing in grounded theory is to guide
theory construction and provide transparency for the patterns and themes the researcher
connects during collection and analysis.
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Quantitative
Text from approximately 100,000 posts was run using Python in combination with the
National Research Council Canada lexicon (Mohammad, 2018) to assign sentiment
scores for all posts and comments. After preliminary findings, results were further split
into individual years instead of ranges to better compare variation over time.

NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon
The National Research Council Canada lexicon (Mohammad, 2018) is an extensive
database that uses Plutchik’s model of 8 emotions to score word intensity and emotion.
Due to its size, availability, and accuracy, the NRC lexicon is a highly regarded tool for
sentiment analysis (Mohammad, 2020) but is not without faults (for incorrect scores, see
Zad et al., 2021); therefore, this study saw fit to incorporate sentiment analysis data with
a convergence mixed-methods design that merges quantitative and qualitative to produce
a more rigorous conceptualization. See Appendix G for memos on the NRC lexicon.

FIGURE 3: NRC Emotion Lexicon Scores
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Descriptive-Comparative Analysis
Chosen for its particularly adaptive approach in researching phenomenon, descriptive
comparative serves to cross-examine findings on conceptual levels and does not involve
experimentation. Also known as casual comparative research or pre-experimental
research, this is a highly compatible methodology to forms of grounded theory and
involves procedures of constant comparison. The method is used in this study to compare
the lexicon scores from 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 posts; and – as the intent of this
approach is to identify patterns and relationships between variables, even if work heavily
cites descriptive comparative as reporting objective information (Cantrell, 2011) – the
principals of comparing groups that experienced X (posts during Covid-19) and groups
that did not experience X (posts pre-Covid-19) is used in qualitative analysis by splitting
the (B) education code books into (B1) and (B2).

Quantitative analysis uses the score outputs per post from the NRC lexicon to report
findings as tables and figures. If an emotion (fear, anger, anticipation, trust, surprise,
sadness, disgust, joy) or sentiment (positive, negative) registered in a post, the number 1
was assigned to count it. Average emotion per year was calculated by dividing the total
posts per emotion by the total number of emotion scores. Then, for greater detail in
variation across years, posts that registered two or three emotions or sentiments were
counted. Each combination (ex. fear +disgust +joy) was then divided by the total of each
individual emotion or sentiment it contained (ex. fear +disgust + joy / total fear). This
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allowed for greater constant comparison methods. The combination results were reported
as percentages, and only those that varied more than five percent (≥ 5%) between a given
year were analyzed for meaningful interpretation.

QUAN+QUAL Convergence
In convergence mixed-methods, a strategy for combining results from quantitative and
qualitative findings turns one form of data into the other. How this occurs relies on the
researcher. Constructivist grounded theory is complimentary to this process. To combine
the QUAN+QUAL findings and create interpretations from their collective results, this
study codes quantitative data thematically through focused and theoretical codes.

The intent of the convergence model is for quantitative and qualitative findings to
confirm or diverge, then interpret the variations or similarities. This implies that the
separate interpretations of QUAN and QUAL hold equal weight but leans heavily on
seeing quantitative and qualitative data as separate, complimentary interpretations even
through their ‘combined’ results. In this study, using constructivist grounded theory,
QUAN+QUAL data is more than their individual and combined results. The process of
QUAN+QUAL first produces new codes, then theoretical interpretations of the new
results. In this study, QUAN+QUAL is a process of saturation in which entirely new
findings are born from the combination, rather than the sustained findings of QUAN and
QUAL.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
This chapter begins with the qualitative findings, followed by quantitative findings, then
the methods of transforming quantitative data into a qualitative-compatible format for
comparison in the conclusion of the chapter: QUAN+QUAL key interpretations and
themes.

Qualitative
Using methodological guidelines of constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006),
posts are analyzed line-by-line to form initial codes, which are then used to construct
more generalized categories through focused codes, then conceptualized into themes
using theoretical codes. Research memos, or notes taken by the researcher, are constantly
compared, and re-visited as data is analyzed. The intent of memos in grounded theory is
to guide the researcher’s theory construction and provide transparency for the patterns
and themes the researcher connects (for a select example of the memos taken during this
study, see Appendix G).

Presented in tables below, (A) is qualitative analysis conducted using posts and
comments from an online forum for high school parents from 2020-2021 that specifically
discussed the pandemic, conditions during it, and opinions about the future or predictions
for a post-pandemic reality; (B) is qualitative analysis conducted using posts and
comments from two separately coded timelines, 2018-2019 (pre-covid) and 2020-2021,
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that specifically discussed education practices and values, local or nation-wide education
concerns, learning expectations for a child or all children, and news or events about
schooling no matter the institution (public, private, university, charter, online, etc.)

The focused and theoretical coding process is displayed below in Table 3, Table 4, and
Table 5. For initial pandemic codes, see Appendix C. For initial education codes, see
Appendix A and Appendix B.

(A) Pandemic Posts
TABLE 3: (A) SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic Codes

Focused
•
•
•

•
•

•

Information about Covid-19 was
contradictory
The pandemic negatively altered
perception of others
People have complex beliefs about
their opinions, values, and actions
Discovered new realizations about
things catalyzed by the pandemic or
problems that existed beforehand
The effects of the pandemic
increased our opportunity and ability
to care for ourselves and others
Covid-19 is unlike anything we’ve
faced before

Theoretical
(i) People are exhausted, overwhelmed, or
desensitized to things on a national/global
scale, to the point of having so little trust
in the honesty of others and people in
positions of authority that they make their
own, often contradictory,
conceptualizations
(ii) The pandemic forced parents to
reconceptualize their life, society, and the
increasing complexity of people, leaving
new perceptions about quality of life
before Covid-19, and changes to belief,
values, and behavior going forward
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(B) Education Posts
TABLE 4: (B1) Education Codes 2018-2019

Focused
•

Education is a competition and
students suffer the consequences

•

Systems at every level of education
fail to fix serious problems and
adjust to modern needs
Things need to change/improve
Everyone has a different opinion on
how to protect kids in modern
society

•
•

Theoretical
(iii) America is less of a ‘learning nation’ than
a surviving one: education is globally
competitive, and success is a measurable
trait as much as it is a punishable one

(iv) Rapid progress and an ever-changing
world of NEW concerns parents when the
problems of the OLD persist

TABLE 5: (B2) Education Codes 2020-2021

Focused
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Education is a competitive market
and a race for the best
Education has value and heavily
influences all aspects of society
Education will be affected long-term
by direct or indirect consequences of
the pandemic
Contemporary society reveals
unreasonable standards and new
things to be concerned about
Parents disagree on several issues in
secondary education; including what
and how students are taught, and
how meaningful the knowledge is
Despite efforts otherwise, education
is not equal opportunity for all
Schools continue to struggle to adapt
to educational and societal changes
regardless of the pandemic
Students changed behavior and
experienced different positive and
negative outcomes of the pandemic

Theoretical
(v) Parents opinions deviate but are generally
critical of elitist culture and competitive
education, even while supporting its
foundational values
(vi) Education issues existed long before the
pandemic, and must be addressed
alongside new challenges to contemporary
society to not only recover from pandemic
setbacks, but heal from long-term
foundational cracks for the purpose of
ensuring equitable opportunity for all in
the future
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Interpretive Statements
A) The developing ideas from the pandemic codes are as follows:
(i)

People are exhausted, overwhelmed, or desensitized to things on a
national/global scale, to the point of having so little trust in the honesty of
others and people in positions of authority that they make their own, often
contradictory, conceptualizations.

(ii)

The pandemic forced parents to reconceptualize their life, society, and the
increasing complexity of people, leaving new perceptions about quality of life
before Covid-19, and changes to beliefs, values, and behaviors going forward.

B) The developing ideas from the education codes are as follows:
(iii)

America is less of a ‘learning nation’ than a surviving one: education is
globally competitive, and success is a measurable trait as much as it is a
punishable one.

(iv)

Rapid progress and an ever-changing world of NEW concerns parents when
the problems of the OLD persist.

(v)

Parents opinions deviate but are generally critical of elitist culture and
competitive education, even while supporting its foundational values.

(vi)

Education issues existed long before the pandemic and must be addressed
alongside new challenges to contemporary society in order to not only recover
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from pandemic setbacks but heal from long-term foundational cracks for the
purpose of ensuring equitable opportunity for all in the future.

Theoretical codes from both education code books (B1, B2) are highly reflective of each
other and align with themes of power, dissatisfaction, current events, and local and global
effects. The pandemic code book (A) and collective education codes (B) share themes of
control, perception, critical evaluation, local and global concerns, and the future.

Quantitative
Quantitative analysis uses the score outputs from the NRC lexicon to report findings. If
an emotion (fear, anger, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, disgust, joy) or sentiment
(positive, negative) registered in a post, the number 1 was assigned to count it (see Table
6). Average emotion per year divided the total posts per emotion by the total number of
emotion scores (see Table 7 and Figure 4). Variation overtime counted posts that
registered two or three emotions or sentiments, then each combination (ex. fear +disgust
+joy) was divided by the total of each individual emotion or sentiment it contained (ex.
fear +disgust + joy / total fear). Results were reported as percentages, and only those that
varied more than five percent (≥ 5%) between a given year were analyzed for meaningful
interpretation.
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TABLE 6: NRC Post Totals

Category
NRC Scores

2018
60,076

2019
50,758

2020
18,522

2021
10,359

Sentiment

33,534

28,348

10,483

5,750

Emotion

26,542

22,410

8,039

4,609

Fear

2,357

1,986

644

366

Anger

1,312

1,078

374

237

Anticipation

5,803

4,971

1,984

1,049

Trust

9,815

8,137

2,675

1,604

Surprise

1,508

1,310

499

272

Sadness

2,167

1,822

643

381

Disgust

714

682

281

134

Joy

2,866

2,424

939

566

Positive

26,467

22,353

8,396

4,611

Negative

7,067

5,995

2,087

1,139

Total per year
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TABLE 7: Average Emotion Scores

Emotion
Anger

2018
4.9%

2019
4.8%

2020
4.7%

2021
5.1%

Anticipation

21.9%

22.2%

24.7%

22.8%

Disgust

2.7%

3.0%

3.5%

2.9%

Fear

8.9%

8.9%

8.0%

7.9%

Joy

10.8%

10.8%

11.7%

12.3%

Sadness

8.2%

8.1%

8.0%

8.3%

Surprise

5.7%

5.8%

6.2%

5.9%

Trust

37.0%

36.3%

33.3%

34.8%

% Rounded to the nearest tenth

Average % Emotion Per Year
Trust
Surprise
Sadness
Joy
Fear
Disgust
Anticipation
Anger

0.0%

5.0%

10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0%
2021

2020

2019

FIGURE 4: Average Emotion Per Year
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2018

TABLE 8: Average Emotion and Sentiment Combinations

Grouping

2018

2019

2020

2021

Greatest Variation

Fear Positive | Disgust

24

19

13

28

15

Negative Sadness | Disgust

36

25

22

28

14

Positive | Disgust

47

46

42

56

14

Anger Positive | Disgust

27

23

20

32

12

Negative | Disgust

87

84

84

76

11

Fear | Disgust

48

43

38

49

11

Positive Sadness | Disgust

26

24

21

31

10

Sadness | Disgust

53

50

44

54

10

Fear Negative | Disgust

46

42

37

46

9

Trust Positive | Disgust

26

24

21

29

8

Fear Anger | Disgust

39

34

32

40

8

Trust | Disgust

32

31

28

36

8

Positive | Sadness

44

45

41

49

8

Negative Disgust | Anger

29

31

36

30

7

Positive Joy | Disgust

18

16

14

21

7

Positive Negative | Disgust

40

37

33

40

7

Anger Joy | Disgust

12

8

8

15

7

Fear Sadness | Disgust

37

34

30

37

7

Disgust | Anger

30

32

37

31

7

Positive Negative | Fear

26

25

25

31

6

Fear Anticipation | Surprise

18

19

14

20

6

Fear Trust | Surprise

38

38

32

38

6

Fear Positive | Surprise

11

10

7

13

6

Anticipation Positive | Joy

52

49

48

46

6

Trust Negative | Disgust

27

24

21

26

6

Anticipation Trust | Disgust

14

10

12

16

6

Anger Sadness | Disgust

38

36

34

40

6

Anger Negative | Disgust

54

49

48

53

6
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Grouping
Fear Joy | Disgust

2018
11

2019
6

2020
6

2021
12

Greatest Variation
6

Fear Trust | Disgust

16

13

11

17

6

Joy | Disgust

18

16

15

21

6

Anger | Disgust

56

51

50

55

6

Anticipation | Surprise

54

51

56

57

6

Fear | Surprise

17

16

12

18

6

Positive | Trust

57

59

63

61

6

Trust | Anticipation

32

31

27

33

6

Sadness | Anger

38

43

44

41

6

Negative | Fear

65

64

65

70

6

Sadness Disgust | Anger

21

23

26

23

5

Fear Trust | Anger

14

17

12

16

5

Fear Sadness | Surprise

10

8

7

12

5

Trust Negative | Sadness

24

23

19

20

5

Anger Trust | Disgust

19

15

14

19

5

Anger Anticipation | Disgust

16

11

12

14

5

Fear Anticipation | Disgust

14

9

10

11

5

Negative | Surprise

32

27

29

31

5

Trust | Anger

32

30

29

27

5

Anticipation | Joy
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50

48

47

5

Posts with two or three scores ≥ 5% differentiations across years. % = pair or trio / total emotion
or sentiment

TABLE 9: Greatest Pair/Trio Variation Per Year

2018

2019

2020

2021

Highest

11

1

5

25

Lowest

5

6

27

3

Score counts per greatest variation
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Interpretive Statements
Averages per year found that trust was lowest in 2020 at 33.3% compared to the highest
at 37% in 2018, anticipation was highest in 2020 at 24.7% compared to the lowest at
21.9% in 2018, and joy was highest in 2021 at 12.3% compared to the lowest at 10.8% in
2018 and 2019. Averaging posts that contained two or three simultaneous scores out of
the total number of posts that registered each emotion/sentiment found that in pair/trio
groups with the greatest variation across years, 2021 produced the highest averages and
2020 produced the lowest. 2021 also produced more contradictory emotion pair/trio
averages.

(C) Quantitative Codes
Using the data constructed from NRC lexicon outputs and displayed in Table 6, Table 7,
Table 8, Table 9, and represented in Figure 4, in addition to the chronological researcher
memos keeping track of red threads over time (see Appendix G), quantitative results are
constructed as interpretive statements to transform the next step in convergence design.
Once in the form of initial codes, just as the researcher constructs meaning thematically
through qualitative findings, quantitative may be used in the same capacity through
constructivist coding. The quantitative data presented above is theoretically sampled, then
using methods of line-by-line coding, statements are constructed as initial codes to
represent scores in qualitative-compatible format.
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Below is a small selection of sample initial statements constructed during the coding
process that informed the focused codes.
•

Of the total posts with a sadness score in 2021, the dual score with the highest
variation from previous years is positive-sadness. The triple score is trustnegative.

•

Of the total posts with a fear score in 2021, the dual score with the highest
variation from previous years is negative. The triple score is positive-negative.

•

Of the total posts with a surprise score in 2021, the dual scores with the highest
variation from previous years are anticipation and fear. The triple scores are fearanticipation, fear-positive, and fear-sadness.

•

Of the total posts with an anger score in 2021, the dual score with the lowest
variation from previous years is trust.

•

Of the total posts with a joy score in 2021, the dual score with the lowest variation
from previous years is trust.

TABLE 10: (C) Quantitative Codes

Focused
•
•
•
•
•

Theoretical
(vii) While variation occurred across engagement
Positive scores are more frequent
and post emotion overtime, levels of
than negative.
concern/focus remained within comparable
2018 and 2019 had the highest trust.
categories.
2019 had very little variation in duo
and trio scores.
2020 had the highest anticipation.
2020 and 2021 had more posts with
contradictory emotions than earlier
years.
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QUAN+QUAL Interpretations
Quantitative and qualitative data in mixed methods research is combined to strengthen
similarities and differences in findings. MM-GT provides the opportunity to make new
meaning using qualitative and quantitative designs and a complimentary methodology.

C) The developing idea from the quantitative codes is as follows:
(vii)

While variation occurred across engagement and post emotion overtime,
levels of concern/focus remained within comparable categories

With relation to the question, (RQ) How do high school parents use an online community
to (re)conceptualize aspects of contemporary society? the findings first establish that
reconceptualization occurs in an online community through various agents engaged in
dialogic conversation, and secondly, (A) indicates that extreme coping mechanisms are
used to adapt to new and reoccurring threats and Covid-19 is a catalyst for this behavior,
(B) indicates that parents are extremely dissatisfied with contemporary education
independently to the pandemic and in reaction to poor adaptability during it, and (C)
indicates that variation in emotion may occur relative to context each year, but the
priority categories of concern produce greater variation.
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Key Interpretations
1. The pandemic was a catalyst for changes in meaning-making that were already
occurring. Changes include but are not limited to:
a. Shift in priorities.
b. Other people are as complex as I am.
c. Current systems in life and learning fail to meet the needs of a complex
contemporary society.
2. Polarized opinion, reform/information fatigue, and desensitization are coping
mechanisms as people struggle to adapt using meaning-making that exists outside
of binaries or universal pragmatics.
a. Despite the number of posts decreasing by the thousands, emotion intensity
varied each year. 2020-2021 contained the greatest polarity in posts with dual
and trio combination scores.
3. Formal education does not necessitate intelligence.
a. Authority figures and experts give contradictory information based on their
own conceptual understanding.
4. Meaning-making inherent to the reconceptualization of the known world is no
longer solely accessible to the educated.
a. Information is not only available but necessary for people outside academia
and formal learning settings.
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b. The ‘average citizen’ is exposed, subconsciously or consciously through
mechanisms of informal learning, to controversial concepts, experiences,
beliefs, truths, and every variation of human experience within their lifetime
that was previously only encountered by those with the means or intent to
actively seek it.

The following chapter explores conclusions that can be drawn from these findings.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
When standards of learning are set, they narrow meaning-making within a handful of
select ontological categories. Formal education is our main source of knowledge
acquisition that overtime interacts with our experiences outside the learning environment
and constructs meaning-making processes that differ for everyone. With the prevalence
of the internet, formal and informal meaning-making is expanding beyond our current
understanding. The knowledge acquisition process is challenged just as frequently as the
ontological categories it teaches – both the system itself and the content. People are
gaining knowledge elsewhere more frequently than – or in direct contradiction to – the
formal institutions established for this process, changing the entire scope of standardized
meaning-making, and placing people on more divided conceptual levels than ever
experienced globally. Stability – systemic, social, or internal – is incompatible with the
modern era, or as I have come to understand this idea: In modern society, history is a
Tuesday.

The interpretation of findings that informs theory construction is that online meaningmaking has the growing potential to invalidate institutionally constructed knowledge and
catalyze unprecedented human conceptualization. Findings support the interpretation of a
constant conceptual change-state through complex systems of online social engagement,
dialogism, information access, knowledge acquisition, and experience exposure. A theory
grounded in data that approximates a complex reality is the result (Weick, 1995).
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Conceptual Human Kinetics Theory
The theory proposed for this study is conceptual human kinetics (used in sports and
exercise science with relevance to emotion theory and skill acquisition: Gould & Krane,
1992; Vallerand & Blanchard, 2000; Bianco & Eklund, 2001; Davids et al., 2008) that
uses this study's findings to construct a perceived state in which social stability becomes
unattainable and increased exposure to meaning-making opportunities online establishes
constant change as a natural human state. The theory is used in this study to model how
contemporary society creates the potential for constant change without perceived
‘stability’ – in which beliefs are threatened, values are challenged, ontological categories
are shifted, and meaning/sense-making is constant – to be established as a new state of
the human condition. This theory has never been studied or applied in the education
discipline before now.

Figure 5 is a metacognitive model of contemporary dimensions of meaning-making using
the complex conceptualizations of parents in this study. As parents from different
backgrounds experienced a global threat, they engaged in complex meaning/sensemaking behaviors online to better understand themselves, others, and concepts that
ranged anywhere from the true purpose of school, to using dialogic conversation to
construct a more nuanced understanding of morality. As discovered in this study,
increased internet exposure provides greater meaning-making opportunities, but the
effects, in turn, produce greater coping mechanisms and resistance.
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FIGURE 5: Proposed Model of Conceptual Human Kinetics

The equations in Figure 5 represent movement from one dimension to another in which 1
and n are thresholds for meaning-making construction in an adjacent dimension. […] is
represented using the subscript i [ex. ABi] and refers to any meaning-making that does
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not yet meet a perceived threshold for changing dimensions. Thresholds and movement
between dimensions are distinct from the meaning-making that occurs within each
dimension. Thresholds exist on scales characteristic to an individual’s construction of
reality.

TABLE 11: Theory and Model Dimensions

(A)

(B)

(C)

Meaning is semi-permanent,
classifiable, dichotomous or
tripartite, and differentiable.

Meaning is constructed within
universal concepts.

Meaning is fluid, conceptually
diverse, and constantly in
motion.

1 or 2 or 3

>1<

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6… ∞

More conceptual categories may
exist, but priority is given to
binaries.

Everything fits into an
overarching category and
anything else is a subset. Equal
weight across the board – no
priority.

Infinite conceptual categories
exist but priority is still assigned
depending on context and is
subject to change.

Ex.) Democrat, Republican,
third party. Your story, my story,
and the truth. If you don’t like
something, change it or don’t
complain.
A state of perceived conceptual
clarity. Reliance on objective
reality. Concepts are easily
separated into categories.
Individuals are solely
responsible for their choices and
consequences. Hard work is the
main contributor to success.
Everyone is equal.
Individual power > systemic

Ex.) People are selfish. Life isn’t
fair. Not voting because both
candidates are bad.
A state that recognizes
complexity and perceives that
what is taught is not what is
practiced. Systemic constructs
are visualized on large-scale
terms, and individual action is
undermined as having little to no
effect on complex problems.
More moderate concepts are
challenged, so extremes are
sought. Change will never
happen. Action does not matter.
Fact is fact – opinion is opinion.
Systemic power > individual
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A state that contains the ability
to perceive nuance in all
meaning-making construction
and contextualization yet
differentiate meaningful
constructs and priority. Binaries
can co-exist. Large-scale
meaning can occur without
undermining small-scale
conceptualization or individual
action. Identity is fluid.
Concepts are fluid. Context is
fluid. Meaning-making is fluid.
Constant change-state.

Unlike A and B, within C, reconstruction of primitive beliefs and core constructs that
govern what is known and what is perceived are frequent, if not constant. Unlike C, A
and B are dimensions in which meaning-making contains some form of stability.
Dimension C represents the direction of the proposed theory: conceptual human kinetics.
It would be incorrect to classify the dimensions of this model as ontological categories in
which new conceptualizations occur, or even the process in which an ontological shift is
achieved. The model’s core is meaning/sense-making and movement to new dimensions
occurs solely through this process. New conceptualizations and understandings of
ontological categories are constructed by individual meaning-makers. As such, it would
be more accurate to classify the model as a process wherein dimensions A, B, and C
serve as thematic representations of possible states of meaning/sense-making in the
contemporary world.

In this study, parents displayed meaning-making binaries and change-resistance to
aspects of contemporary society such as technology.
“I think cell phones and social media really did decrease kid’s ability for more positive and
meaningful in person interactions. I’m always shocked to see how glued people are to their phones
even when they are with other people.”
“Why do educators fear meeting kids where they are in math?”
“…disgusted that universities felt they could not bring students back on campus in fall… they "gave
up" in early May.”
“…it’s such a waste to pay campus price for an online school.”
“The truth about ADHD is that it’s all or mostly made up…”
“What a post-COVID19 restaurant will look like…single table for the entire store since chairs are 6 ft
apart… cannot actually eat food or touch it– only post photos on social media…the dopamine from
hearts and comments substitute any nutrition.... mandatory vaccination checks when you arrive at the
door and leave.”
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“Extremely hard to justify continued school restrictions now that we have had a year of experience
with the disease.”

Parents perceived systemic practices in direct contrast with societal values; including a
contrast between what is known and what is perceived.
“A low SES kid doesn’t stand a chance today on identifiable metrics like SAT scores and GPA.”
“…learned essential people don’t get paid enough. Nurses, teachers, hairstylists, waitstaff,
housekeepers, plumbers… people who serve others don’t get paid enough.”
“Both kids are doctors… not worried about the coronavirus.”
“…appalling situation… unlikely any meaningful changes will occur.”
“I came to a shocking realization—when you’re bad at math, you get bad math teachers. That was my
experience during high school.”
“…have to pander to students, have to grade not too hard, or they won’t keep their job. What kind of
messed up system is this?”
“Doctor always argues with us…we put up with it, but the more I think about it now, the more I don’t
want to anymore.”
“This particular thread is rage-inducing evidence of damage done to our society… ongoing
debasement of expertise, science, facts, logic, and reason.”
“My high school experience from decades ago is vastly different than what I am hearing now.”
“Maybe students will start getting homework with big concepts and ideas rather than 3000 versions of
the same problem… maybe there’ll be peace in the Middle East.”
“…traits in employees I look for beyond classroom knowledge… caring about other people is one of
them.”
“I’ll never forget… told that my son doesn’t truly understand the math he’d mastered years ahead of
the standard… as if there were a ‘deeper meaning’ to basic arithmetic… advised that he should just
spend high school trying to understand the inner, deeper meaning of math he’d already mastered.”
“Absence…death is treated the same as a common cold… I just want my kid sane.”

Parents engaged in meaning-making that demonstrated nuanced understanding, diverged
from traditional conceptualization, or was seemingly paradoxical but showed the
capability to differentiate priority and make clear, conceptual decisions even within the
most complex contexts.
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“…expectations for social interactions these days are much higher…. when we were young, you might
have played with the neighborhood kids, but you also spent a lot of time alone.”
“No one knows yet if there will be any long-term effects from contracting covid-19…possibly even in
children… it might not be catastrophic if our kids catch it now, but we don’t know impact two, ten, or
even twenty years from now.”
“My views are heavily liberal and my kids attended a conservative school where they definitely heard
political views different from mine.”
“…daughter went to a private catholic high school. We are not catholic… required to take 4 years of
theology… She had an AMAZING education… didn’t change her personal beliefs at all.”
“…very rude man who entered the restaurant complained loudly about everything to his server…
finally said something like if she’d attended college, she wouldn’t have ended up here! …entire
waitstaff stopped… ALL college students… waitress couldn’t defend herself, of course… but everyone
there realized they were in the presence of a very stupid, ignorant man.”
“…everyone who doesn’t care about my health… I will have a hard time forgiving them. They have
lost my respect and then some.”
“After everything’s over, I wonder if some of my previously close relationships will endure… you
really learn what’s important and who cares about you.”
“…we are trying to vaccinate the entire population in not only in our country but the world! Let that
sink in. It’s never been done. EVER.”

Coping Mechanisms and Resistance
Conceptual human kinetics is the proposed theory developed through the contemporary
modeling of online meaning-making as a source of growing human complexity that
predicts future adaptation of a natural state of constant change. In this theoretical state,
meaning is continuously reconstructed. Knowledge is neither stationary, stable, nor
absolute. Coping mechanisms and resistance in response to human evolution moving
towards a constant change-state involve constructing algorithms to manipulate, monitor,
and control online exposure; devaluing informal learning, internet validity, and meaningmaking constructed through digital engagement; and positioning polarity as a result of
internet exposure rather than a coping mechanism.
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Which has more validity: an unvalidated truth or a validated not-truth with unanimous
consensus that is considered standard knowledge? While the question remains about the
effectiveness of standardizing education to scientifically quantify intelligence, success,
and productivity, concern for the future potential to disregard an overarching perception
of truth is valid. If humans reach a constant change-state in which their
conceptualizations and meaning/sense-making grows knowledge into unpredictable
variations of complexity, standards cannot be properly identified in permanent or
meaningful ways; however, one must consider that research already finds standards and
one-size-fits-all methods of institutional learning incompatible with human
differentiation. While a majority may successfully engage with standardized education
today – enough to justify its continued use – measuring knowledge acquisition and
quantifying the value of individual meaning-making along a standardized scale would
become incompatible with a state of conceptual human kinetics. Dimension C, as a path
towards conceptual human kinetics, demonstrates the inability to streamline or stabilize
knowledge acquisition, exposure, and meaning-making in the digital era.

Attempts at meaning-making appear to forcefully align with dimensions of mathematical
sets: A, B, A∪B, A∩B, or even a more expansive understanding that includes additional
variables (ex. A∪B∪C, A∩B∩C). People, subconsciously, seem to rely on objective
reality and see pre-existing truths as things meant to be discovered by people, and not
created through a human agent. When confronted with constructivist concepts of derived
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meaning-making, readjustments are made to ontological categories of what is understood
to be fact or truth, or resistance is met. This is immensely disruptive to people’s
understanding of the known world and self-identity, resulting in coping mechanisms such
as extremism, polarity, fatigue, desensitization, the strengthening of previous beliefs,
distrust in authority/experts, etc. But these are inherently coping behaviors used in
reaction to a very humane concept: our incredible ability to adapt.

Social or societal stability does not negate function. Societies are capable of functioning
under a lack of stability, but constant change threatens long-term sustainability. Stability
or equilibrium is when a system’s ability to meet new threats equalizes with preservation
of current practices. In other words, change is not occurring that threatens the
construction of existing systems. Stability requires some form of solidarity or uniformity.
Unless information is regulated and disseminated with conceptual clarity, cohesion is
unattainable. People will govern their own meaning-making process using what is
experienced, learned, and understand about human behavior.

The concept that all knowledge must have purpose is outdated. All knowledge can serve
a purpose, perhaps, but the worth of knowledge is not dependent upon the meaning
derived from its sole parts. And knowledge does not need to be based on binaries of
evidence or misinformed constructs. There are dimensions between and beyond fact, law,
truth, belief, value, and opinion. Neither is less ‘knowledge’ than the other. Research on
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the effects of the internet and global communication frequently approach with the
premise of false knowledge, misconceptions, opinions, and digital communication
processes as lesser, or inherently different from ‘real’ experience. Positioning the
physical world as a place of less authentic meaning-making encounters, even while
acknowledging its great benefits and ability, undermines and ignores the reality unfolding
in contemporary times. Everyone you meet has knowledge you don’t, and we are meeting
more often than ever online.

Implications
Online meaning-making has the growing potential to invalidate institutionally
constructed knowledge and catalyze unprecedented human conceptualization. Whether a
constant state of change as a natural human condition in contemporary society is
something to seek or prevent, the implications of increased meaning-making through
internet exposure have widespread effects. At the most basic level, it reconceptualizes the
knowledge acquisition process, identifies a current risk to institutional learning, and
argues against positioning one form of knowledge as more valuable than another. On a
larger conceptual level, it has the potential to better inform negative and positive
perceptions of the internet, serves to re-evaluate the human experience in the digital age
outside narrowed research of cause/effect intervention, and promotes the destruction of
the stigmatized divide between the academic community and ‘average citizen,’ or the
researcher and the population of a study.
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Increasingly complex meaning-making online exposes parents and students to concepts
that may contradict current systems.
“Elite colleges are a cruel sorting system.”
“…schools becoming private… pernicious trend with no end in sight…community colleges are too
underfunded…still subject to the whims of politicians.”
“Always feels like teachers and students basically “roll the dice” every day before they set foot in
school… second year in a row, it feels like we - adults - have failed our kids.”

Parents expressed beliefs that question the function of the education system and engaged
in dialogism wherein thread participants challenged the norms, values, and processes that
govern their children. Concern was identified in the contrast between beliefs and
practices.
“Kids today don’t have the sort of freedom to just be…too busy trying to figure out whether any activity
will pay off for college.”
“Honestly, I don’t care if she doesn’t go to an Ivy school or something prestigious…I just want her to be
happy.”
“You need 8-9 hours of sleep each night in order to function properly….”
“High GPA or test scores don’t correlate to intelligence…just shows you worked hard to get through the
hoops.”

The engagement of the online space allows for parents to discuss with, challenge, or have
their concerns validated by others from extremely different life experiences. The
meaning-making that results from this increased engagement exposes new experiences
and interpretations to individuals who grow a more nuanced understanding of the society
they operate within. This in turn allows for greater reconceptualization and opinion
construction/propagation, leading to, as stated above, greater human complexity in
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thought and behavior– but also greater opportunity to challenge the divide between what
is taught and what is practiced.

Parents identified education paradoxes both before and during the pandemic. For
example, if the values held by society, taught in schools, or passed on to children uphold
the health of the child as a priority, then elite collegiate structures, strict absence policies,
and raised academic standards are contradictory to this ideal. If growth-mindset is upheld
and taught, then high-stakes standardized testing, GPA scores and grading systems, and
one-size-fits-all education are contradictory. If equity/equality is upheld and taught, then
racist curriculum and standardized tests, ineffective disability accommodations, and
colleges becoming more unaffordable each year are contradictory. The result is meaningmaking that contradicts the systemic functions of a society. If this contrast continues,
institutional schooling may no longer be supplemented by technology but supplanted.

Implications in the Classroom
These findings have substantial implications for education.
(i)

If students are gaining the same exposure and informal learning – from their
phones, internet, digital interactions, etc. that is invalidating the structured
learning they’re engaging with in schools – that parents experienced or
identified as practices not equaling values;
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(ii)

Then students may view learning standards and the very foundational structure
of schooling as incompatible with things they value as ‘truth’ discovered
outside of school;

(iii)

And students may begin to see (or currently see) school as something that is
not necessary, nor as helpful as knowledge accessible and/or valued as more
important, as learning encounters outside institutions.

On the other hand, implications may find us attempting to standardize the internet to the
same degree as institutional learning. If those of us in the education field begin to
research unstructured/informal learning through the internet without devaluing it, out of
concern for how this affects students, I worry that we are going to try to standardize
online information with similar practices used by tech company algorithms that already
attempt to control what information an individual is exposed to for marketing purposes.
To limit online exposure and regulate information through structured learning standards
would be a great disservice to our gains in information availability.

Why this Study and Theory Matter
This study upholds important theoretical groundwork for the changing learning
environments of the 21st century. Knowledge is acquired outside knowledge-seeking
behaviors and formal learning environments, increasing the complexity of what is
constructed for each individual or group. Rather than a tool for building better
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understanding or increasing communication between people across a broad scope of
experience, the internet is an entirely new catalyst for reconceptualizing the human
experience.

This theory, used in education, provides a very general theoretical kickstart to examining
more closely what occurs within, or be able to map the dimensions, or even develop a
more refined conceptualization of the research aspect. It further implies that our ability to
adapt is infinite and constantly changing. As a researcher in the digital age, I feel we
perhaps unintentionally undermine the potential of human beings by focusing on
technological advancements like singularities and how they’ll outpace us. This study
shows that human adaptation has incredible potential. It may not be a pleasant experience
– coping mechanisms are overwhelmingly researched in a negative light – but we are
adapting to what we experience in ways that matter to the changing ontologies that define
contemporary life.

Conceptual Human Kinetics Theory in Education
By bringing conceptual human kinetics to the education field, this study makes important
commentary on teacher pedagogy. To teach students, you must understand their
background, and, in this theory, the experiences students engage with are growing far
more complex than we are used to tracking. If students are gaining more exposure than
would be typically expected of a student entering the classroom, teachers must be able to
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meet those needs. Instructors must understand what information-seeking, learning, and
experience backgrounds students are coming from, especially if new exposure is leading
to coping mechanisms like polarity, vocal opinions, push back, or a perceived lack of life
stability.

As a substitute teacher, I frequently observe the in-practice relevance of this theory.
When students discover an unvalidated truth online that denies something taught in
school, it becomes difficult for them to rationalize an education that is providing a truth
that is standardized with social consensus, but perhaps not the entire truth. So, when
students find something from a different source that invalidates the education process, it
serves to turn them away from wanting to learn in schools: ‘If I can obtain a more
nuanced truth online that is both easier to find and more truthful (contextualized) than
what I learn in school, why should I find any value in traditional learning?’ This
inherently contradicts with the standards schools attempt to uphold; whether this is good
or bad is irrelevant to the study. Prematurely labeling cause and effect constrains the
process dimension. Whether good or bad, this is happening and that’s where our research
focus needs to be. If one seeks to ensure a future where institutional education is not
invalidated, schools need to change in ways that ensure students view them as authentic
with more complex learning opportunities, or educators need to give students the
guidance to understand the breadth of necessary standards, digital literacy with critical
thinking skills, and that there is not a single all-encompassing truth that can be sought to
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explain everything. A ‘whole truth’ is impossible because context, concepts, and people
are inherently complicated, but standard ‘truths’ or knowledge can exist to guide learning
and meaning-making. To make this a reality, we must first understand what is happening
and how, which was the overall intent of this study.
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CHAPTER 6: LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Strengths and Weaknesses
Constructivist grounded theory allows for meaningful codes to be applied to data through
constant comparative analysis. The criteria of this study limited the data in the qualitative
analysis to posts related to the pandemic and education issues within a pre- and postpandemic timeline, but in using the quantitative data to analyze sentiment and emotion
for the entire collection of posts, then thematically coding the saturation of
QUAN+QUAL findings to make new meaning, the study has potential to expand
theoretical understanding beyond its limitations. However, grounded theory is a
methodology that moves from observation to an idea through induction. In the intent to
contextualize a phenomenon, broad generalizations are used to consolidate a theory or
theories from findings which should be understood as substantive, contextual, and
fallible. For this purpose, this study is used to support the existing theoretical
contributions to social, cognitive, and societal changes through communication in the
digital age as a catalyst and lays the groundwork for new conceptualizations of what
exactly is occurring in the complex meaning-making process of human beings.

Mixing methods in research runs the risk of greater threats to validity because studies are
contextual, and the social phenomenon observed in this study is not a fixed state, but
recursive (Fielding, 2012). Additionally, demographic characteristics of the population
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engaged in the chosen online forum were not considered important for the scope of this
research, but the internet is not an equal platform. Those with access vary from those who
know how to utilize the internet’s capabilities and navigate information, who also vary
from those who frequently post or engage, who in turn vary from those willing to share
personal information, perspective, or knowledge with others and build dialogical
conversations.

Future Research
As both general recommendations for research and an outline for my potential pursuits in
the future, the following suggestions offer insight into future considerations.
1) Further establishing conceptual human kinetics theory in education; connecting
multidisciplinary research in epistemology and sociology.
2) Broadening the population or including demographics analysis; perhaps adding
the highly complex network of social media in the scope of the research.
3) Consideration for the willingness to share personal information online with
others, including the profiles capable of being built by others as they interpret
you.
4) Reaction tendencies for confrontation and disruption of concepts that result in
ontological shifts; perhaps mapping individual thresholds.
5) Expanding and modeling the different stages of conceptual levels and
sense/meaning-making of students in contemporary society given a culture of
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increased information access, communication, and overexposure. What ‘truths’
are they making meaning of online that contradict, compliment or cannot be
found in schools? How does this shape their conceptual understanding of
information, learning, and education?
6) Closer examination of threat-adaptation mechanisms and socially contracted
experiences.
7) Taking a closer look at an observation from a parent that sees today’s children
experiencing greater social expectations and even more social interaction than
their parents or grandparents. This idea is interesting to investigate further given
the way online social interactions are valued as less authentic than face to face,
but might be occurring more frequently, or with more people, than not just the
face-to-face encounters of past generations, but a greater collective sum of both
physical and social interactions in the given human lifetime. What is this doing to
identity? Individual, collective, and socially-constructed meaning-making?
Conceptual category development and structured learning?
8) Arguing for the presentation of researcher memos in studies using more forms
than ‘typed for publication-readiness.’

To expand on the last recommendation listed above: As I collected and analyzed data in
this study, I frequently drew abstract concepts and models as well as full sentences,
paragraphs, and bullet points to connect ideas. My memos consumed every medium for
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notetaking – digital, pencil and paper, whiteboard, chalkboard, sticky notes – and drew
pictures and patterns and individual words that complemented my meaning-making
process more than strict note-taking like sentences or bullet points. Studies do not always
publish memos, but even the sample I translated into text (see Appendix G) felt to me as
a researcher like an inaccurate representation of the larger body of work produced by my
meaning-making process.

I would like to (A) research methodological transparency in this area – what memos are
published in studies and what form do they take? (B) argue for publishing researcher
memos in varied forms no matter their presentation-standard, to truly map the conceptual
dimensions a researcher undertakes using MM-GT, and (C) present best-practices or
procedural criteria for researchers to follow in constructing and organizing varied forms
of memos in their published work.
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APPENDIX A: CODE BOOK EDUCATION 2018-2019
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TABLE 12: Initial Codes Education 2018-2019

Initial Code
• Standards for todays students are higher
• Kids are afraid to try and fail
• AP courses have too high of a workload
• AP courses are harder than Duel Enrollment
• Student wants to change to advanced math
track that isn’t offered
• College prep burns students out
• Viewing community/state/safety colleges as
lesser
• Some schools are better than others
• High school kids should have jobs
• Parents believe kids have it easier than they
did
• Parents will do anything to make sure their
children get a ‘good’ education
• College education is a gift
• Parents push their kids to make certain
choices
• Parents push their kids into thinking about
college too early
• Parents have unacceptable high expectations
• Parents need to discipline their children better
/ be more active
• Parents perceive other parents/kids choices
more negatively than their own
• Parents perceive siblings differently and
weigh ones high achievement against the
others
• It’s difficult to get into college every year
• Responsibility cannot be taught in schools
• Scores do not equate to intelligence
• Understanding content is more important than
acing a difficult class
• Teachers are helpful and supportive
• Parents and students don’t like homework
• Does not like heavy reliance on memorization
• Hard work does not always equal success or
opportunity
• Students can’t pursue their interests because
education is only about career
• Every parent always wants the best for their
kid, no matter the year
• Parents encourage high school students to
challenge themselves but not overwork
• Student aiming for Ivy league, Parent
encouraging her to apply to other schools

Focused Code
Education is a
competition, and
students are the ones
who suffer the
consequences
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Theoretical Code
(iii) America is less of a
‘learning nation’ than a
surviving one:
education is globally
competitive, and
success is a
measurable trait as
much as it is a
punishable one

Initial Code
• Parent doesn’t want to helicopter
• My expectations for my child are reasonable
• Parents want what’s best for their kids
• Parents supportive of GAP year
• Parents are okay with their children taking a
different path
• Be easier on your child
• Mental health before academics
• Parent mental health is important
• When parent was a student, family wasn’t
supportive
• Do not take risks with health
• Parents are fearful of letting their children
grow on their own
• Parent wishes they’d spent more time with
their child
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frustrated with system/process
Schools need to improve
Attempts to fix schools always fail
School provides no lea way for absences –
treats death the same as a cold
Best way to fix schools is not school choice,
but making it so every child has a great
education no matter the school
Decisions at state/district levels need to stop
making things worse
Cutbacks make it difficult for students and
parents to plan academic paths
Teachers not qualified to teach
Teachers should not reuse material
Low confidence in teachers ability/desire to
help
Low confidence in high school admin/staff
College isn’t affordable
Medical expenses are ridiculous in the United
States
Gender discrimination in STEM
Teenagers struggle with using computers
Low SES students are at a disadvantage
Most of the jobs that need to be filled in this
century in the USA are unskilled
Everything always depends on money
There is no gender equality in higher ed now
Kids with ADHD/ASD are known to never
achieve high and have low expectations of
them

Focused Code

Systems at every level
of education fail to fix
serious problems and
adjust to modern needs
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Theoretical Code

(iv) Rapid progress and an
ever-changing world
of NEW concerns
parents when the
problems of the OLD
persist

Initial Code
• College supports for students with ADHD
don’t help or are confusing

Focused Code

• Raise teachers’ salaries
• Class quality depends on teachers
• Every child learns differently at different
paces
• Schools are more diverse than ever
• Schools provide support to recover from loss
and get back on track quickly
• Colleges have enough room for incoming
students
• Parents recommend that students seek out
Guidance Counselor
• Desensitized to new threats/issues
• No matter the threat/situation, nothing will
change
• We must change things now
• Our current laws/systems are not enough to
prevent tragedy
• Mass death, threats, and sad news are nothing
new
• The world is a mess
• Upset that others are not more upset with a
situation
• The increasing number of shootings and gun
safety should not be accepted as “our normal”
• School shootings and changes to protect
schools from outside threats hurt students

Things need to
change/improve

• Some shooters are mentally ill/out of touch
with reality
• Do not justify the actions of people who kill
others – hate is hate
• Doesn’t understand wanting to kill people
• Don’t attribute one instance to
everything/everyone
• People are more vocal and offensive
• Doing what you think is best doesn’t mean
you have all the information
• Good intentions aren’t enough
• Internet engagement has decreased – less of a
poster, more of a reader
• Internet engagement has decreased – outside
events interfering
• Apps have the ability to push kids into unsafe
practices

Everyone has a
different opinion on
how to protect kids in
the modern world
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Theoretical Code

Initial Code
• Parents don’t have time to parent so
internet/tech is taking over that responsibility
• Fake news and lack of expert authority
• Forums and internet allow for increased
information access
• Article paywalls and internet limit
information access
• Just because you say something on the
internet, doesn’t mean you should be
monitored as a threat

Focused Code
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Theoretical Code

APPENDIX B: CODE BOOK EDUCATION 2020-2021
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TABLE 13: Initial Codes Education 2020-2021

Initial Code
• Online education is lesser than in-person
• Elitism and discrimination in higher education
• Students should peruse interests and degrees
that are employable and in high demand
• Parents need to do better to not obsess over
their kids’ education and hurt them
• Parents are against their child’s education
decisions
• Glad their kids ignored their education advice
• Parents are concerned with their children’s
success in competitive ed and life
• Parents want their children to pursue elite
universities
• Kids are not free to pursue interests in high
school because they need to worry more about
scores/grades
• Students feel academic pressure to do well
• Community College or non-elite universities
are considered lesser
• Holding back high achieving students to
improve overall averages
• Private schools are for parents who care about
their children’s education
• High schools need to care more about
preparing kids for college

Focused Code
Education is a
competitive market
and a race for the
best

• Education recovery is the key to preventing
future outbreaks
• Online education provides opportunity
• Some online classes will never return to facetoface
• The subjects you learn in school are relevant
in everyday life
• Colleges need to be more affordable
• Believes the college educated are vaccinated
• Rethinking previous negative perceptions of
education
• Students need to be in school, but not at the
risk of killing someone
• Schools can easily adjust to changes
• Schools can reopen/operate safely
• Schools are offering remote
learning/alternatives

Education has value
and heavily
influences all
aspects of society
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Theoretical Code
(v) Parents opinions deviate
but are generally critical
of elitist culture and
competitive education,
even while supporting
its foundational values

Initial Code
• Lack of control
• Uncertain of the future
• The US education system was unprepared for
Covid-19 and consequences
• Supply shortages are making it difficult for
schools to feed students
• Schools don’t want to upset parents by asking
students to wear masks
• Schools are not being transparent
• Education is experiencing changes as a result
of the pandemic
• Private higher education is going to suffer if
in-person instruction
• Schools cannot operate safely
• Children should be protected, even if they’re
lower risk for complications because they can
infect others or have issues in the future
• Schools must take more precautions/will
struggle more than usual
• How colleges handled the pandemic
influenced potential future students
• Kids go to school without Covid protection
• Kids will have a hard time adjusting to covid
procedures
• It has been a hard adjustment for recently
graduated high schoolers
• Students might struggle to return to “normal”
expectations
• Students having trouble adjusting to school
routine again
• Difficulty recovering typical education
processes
• Feels like adults are failing kids
• People will resist change
• Our education culture and society will
experience change
• Predicting changes to tests, colleges, and
online learning
• Students were not as prepared for exams
during covid and scores will be lower

Focused Code
Education will be
affected long-term
by direct or indirect
consequences of the
pandemic

• Higher ed is not affordable
• You can’t get a well-paying career with just a
GED
• Education cannot give kids what they need to
succeed
• There are many things wrong with education

Contemporary
society reveals new
or unreasonable
standards/concerns
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Theoretical Code
(vi) Education issues existed
long before the
pandemic, and must be
addressed alongside
new challenges to
contemporary society in
order to not only
recover from pandemic
setbacks, but heal from
long-term foundational
cracks for the purpose
of ensuring equitable
opportunity for all in the
future

Initial Code
• The people who create education policy know
nothing about education
• Colleges cannot handle the number of
students that want higher ed
• Teachers are doing a good job
• Teachers are not doing a good job
• Funding and accommodation concerns
• Uncertain requirements
• Systems that support education are unable to
adapt
• Standards for current students are higher than
in the past
• Parents focus on college prep for their 6th
grader instead of middle school
• Let’s kids have a childhood and learn how to
be a person
• Income with a college degree is not enough
anymore
• The expectations for social interactions are
higher for today’s kids
• Standards that lowered during 2020
immediately raised again during 2021
• People with college degrees are forced to
work terrible jobs
• Sought help online for meaningful
information and perspective
• Social media can impede student privacy
• Texting improves communication and
relationship with children
• Social media and phones disrupt meaningful
interactions
• The internet can have positive and negative
effects
• High schools push too many core subjects and
“general knowledge”
• Students who struggle with a subject are
placed with bad classes/teachers
• High schools are pushing students to pursue
STEM
• High schools need to do more with
trade/vocational
• You can’t learn everything in a classroom
• Students need some basic knowledge to
succeed in any career, but schools shouldn’t
push high level classes on high schoolers who
don’t want to pursue a career in that area
• Parents hate homework

Focused Code

Parents disagree
with several issues
in secondary
education; including
what and how
students are taught,
and how meaningful
the knowledge is
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Theoretical Code

Initial Code
• Parents want to be understanding and
supportive of their children
• Parents are proud of their child’s
accomplishments
• Parents perceive other children in more
negative ways than their own
• Parents perceive other children in more
positive ways than their own
• Curriculum is outdated
• Prestige matters less than the student
• Making a subject relevant engages students
• Must break the cycle
• Students need people to believe in them
• Has a privileged view of money
• Student loans should not be forgiven
• Some topics aren’t appropriate for school
setting
• School is not like ‘real life’
• White kids are told they’ll get into elite
colleges while black kids are told to keep their
expectations low
• Education is inequitable
• Students most effected by threats to education
are minority/low SES
• Online education is difficult for
neurodivergent students
• Public school gives kids access to opposing
views
• Parents send kids to schools that don’t match
with their beliefs or values
• Accommodations for students are not helpful
• College is a serious and time-consuming
commitment
• Kids learn differently but our system cant
handle that
• Sought support for neurodivergent child
• Neurodivergent kid struggled in school
• Parent worried about kids’ opportunities
limiting due to diagnosis
• Sought alternative education (private,
homeschool) for neurodivergent student but it
did not work
• Racism is present in every system
• Racist perceptions of ability or intelligence
• There is continued inequity in schools
• Believes ADHD is made up

Focused Code

Despite efforts
otherwise, education
is not equal
opportunity for all
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Theoretical Code

Initial Code
• Schools experiment with new programs that
are “quick fixes” for short-term effects
• Curriculum that previously failed is being
recycled
• Public schools are underfunded and
overcontrolled
• Students have little sense of direction in
career and life
• Controversy and what schools will allow
• Other countries’ education systems are better
• Cannot work without childcare/school
• College professors must please students to get
high rating
• The pandemic made bad situations even
worse for education
• Students’ educations are suffering
• Student’s work opportunities are suffering
• Students are experiencing social and/or
mental deficits
• Students are still seeking opportunity despite
fallbacks
• Students do not feel disconnected from social
interaction
• Students feel less academic pressure to do
well
• Students are happy with their education
situations
• Students view their life more positively when
made aware of others’ disadvantages
• Students’ academic pursuits are changing
• Students are choosing gap years (high school
graduates and current college students)
• High school graduates are staying close to
home / smaller schools
• Students are moving away or studying abroad
• High school graduates are choosing
alternative career paths

Focused Code
Schools continue to
struggle to adapt to
educational and
societal changes
regardless of the
pandemic

Students changed
behavior and
experienced
different positive
and negative
outcomes of the
pandemic
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Theoretical Code

APPENDIX C: CODE BOOK SARS-CoV-2 PANDEMIC
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TABLE 14: Initial Codes Pandemic

Initial Code
• Uncertain the level of threat, how to feel, or
how to behave
• Concerned with finding factual information
about Covid-19
• Information on Covid-19 from research,
news, experience, or medical professionals is
contradictory
• Believes that open, honest conversation and
factual information can change people’s
minds or better inform us
• Distrust in science and logic is damaging
• People had difficulty trusting information
• Incorrect/uncertain information available
• People working in healthcare or with
vulnerable populations refused/were
reluctant to vaccinate
• Educated experts in medical and related
fields gave contradictory information/advice
• Does not trust current polarization of the
country to provide accurate information
• Reluctant about the vaccines in order to
protect others first
• Attribute things personally
witnessed/experienced to guaranteed fact for
all people/cases
• Personal experience/encounters convinced
them of the danger
• Personal experience/encounters made them
uncertain of the danger
• People come up with their own (often false)
misinterpretations of evidence/knowledge
• Want to talk about current situation to
remain updated about what others think
• Began to perceive others more negatively
• Increased distrust in people and information
• The way people acted during the pandemic
will affect future relationships
• The way companies/businesses/etc. acted
during the pandemic will leave lasting
impressions
• If we behaved like this years ago, we’d have
decimated our population
• Fear retribution for their behavior
• Not vocally supporting vaccines or desire to
protect others and self puts you in the
category of “untrustable”
• People without the vaccine are a risk

Focused Code
Information about
Covid-19 was
contradictory

The pandemic negatively
altered our perception of
others
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Theoretical Code
(i) People are exhausted,
overwhelmed, or
desensitized to things on a
national/global scale, to the
point of having so little
trust in the honesty of
others and people in
positions of authority that
they make their own, often
contradictory,
conceptualizations

Initial Code
• People asymptomatic, (in some cases, even
with the vaccine) are a risk
• Discussing Covid-19 can be
argumentative/polarizing, even if it shouldn’t
be.
• Even with safety precautions, people found it
difficult to return to somewhat normal
behavior
• It’s difficult to support others right now
• 1% effected is such a small number
• You should respect people’s opinions/rights
to not vaccinate
• Everyone has a different opinion
• People took risks to achieve a sense of
normalcy
• Lack of control
• Everyone has a different tolerance for risk
• Being infected isn’t that bad
• Concerned with “return to normal”
• People are less likely to complain about
things now than pre-Covid to avoid starting
something
• People look forward to getting to do the
things they miss most when Covid-19 is over
• Covid life was overwhelming
• There will be minimum/short-term impacts
• Other people are panicking or overreacting
• There should be minimum
interference/restrictions/precautions
• Observed normal functions continue early on
• Covid-19 isnt as bad as previous disease and
illness we’ve experienced
• Will return to Pre-pandemic life without
changes
• Took a break from engaging online
• Things will get better eventually; we just
have to keep moving forward
• You should respect people’s opinions/rights
to not vaccinate
• Tried to be understanding of other’s actions
• Covid-19 Stigma hurts people and society
• Supports vaccines but will not get the Covid19 one
• Worried that vaccines might have side
effects
• Reluctant about the vaccine
• Anti-Vaxxer

Focused Code

People have complex
beliefs or justifications
for their opinions,
values, and actions
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Theoretical Code

Initial Code
• Would not inform others of their
unvaccinated status
• The pandemic made difficult/bad situations
even worse
• The pandemic made issues that always
existed more apparent
• People took risks because they needed to
• The pandemic hit some demographics harder
• Pre-Covid life was more chaotic than current
life
• People learned they could live without
extraneous expenses
• America struggled to handle the pandemic
• Other countries did not handle the pandemic
any better than we did
• Other countries handled the pandemic better
than we did
• Businesses/companies do not prioritize
safety
• Social media and technology have
influenced information access and opinion
• People are considering keeping their Covid19 practices and changing their previous
“normal”
• A history of racism and vaccines has
minority populations disinclined to vaccinate
• Does not trust government’s history of
transparency and disclosure of information
• Reluctant about the vaccine due to other
obligations
• Tried to make vaccines accessible without
compromising other obligations people
might have
• People are more likely to voice complaints
than before covid in the face of a perceived
injustice
• People had difficulty making appointments,
trusting information for vaccination, and
obtaining it
• Difficulty keeping up with physical/mental
health
• Found working from home/isolation was
difficult
• Changes are difficult/inconvenient to adjust
to
• People had difficulty following rules and
regulations

Focused Code

Theoretical Code

Discovered new
realizations about things
catalyzed by the
pandemic or problems
that existed beforehand

(ii) The pandemic forced
parents to reconceptualize
their life, society, and the
increasing complexity of
people, leaving new
perceptions about quality
of life before Covid-19,
and changes to belief,
values, and behavior going
forward
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Initial Code
• Loves working from home/isolation
• Younger generations have a harder time
following rules
• Support efforts did not help
• 1% effected still matters
• Found ways to support others in need during
the pandemic
• Picked up a new/old hobby
• Had more time to spend with loved ones
• Had an easier time completing tasks/goals
• Had more time to spare to pursue interests
• Easier time keeping up with physical/mental
health
• People gained work, jobs, or opportunities
they didn’t do/have before
• Began to perceive others more positively
• Realized that socializing is important
• Please with the way companies/businesses
adapted to keep people safe
• Embarrassed/Uncomfortable with
situation/behavior they caused
• Increased ability to care and adapt in
unprecedented ways
• Wanting to protect other people
• Everyone needs to support each other right
now
• Don’t look down on others because of the
actions of a few
• Wants to be distracted from current situation
using funny stories
• Found new ways to continue doing what
they did pre-covid
• Didn’t prepare because they always take
precautions
• Changes are easy/inconsequential to adjust
to
• People easily followed rules and regulations
• Adapting the pandemic/effects as part of life
• Will return to pre-pandemic life with
adjustments to existing behavior
• Pleased with the way companies/business
adapted
• Experienced changes to work/life
environment to protect
• Saved money
• Spent money
• Support efforts were helpful

Focused Code

The pandemic and its
effects increased our
opportunity and ability
to care for ourselves and
others
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Theoretical Code

Initial Code
• Upset at selfishness of others / risk they
cause
• Actions have severe consequences that affect
not just yourself, but others
• It is your duty to protect others
• People need to take immediate action and
prepare
• Prepared for the worst early on
• There will be large/long-term impacts
• It’s only going to get worse
• This is unprecedented territory
• Avoided normal behavior out of caution
• Avoided necessary/important tasks
• Concerned for finances/economic impact
• Concerned for plans/future events
• Being infected has lasting effects, no matter
your age/health
• If we don’t vaccinate/stop spreading quick
enough, we’ll have to deal with variant
strands
• People need to do what they can to protect
themselves and others, even if it means
making tough choices
• People’s work, jobs, or opportunities were
threatened/lost
• Lost someone
• Some people will never change their minds
• Angry/Frustrated with other’s actions or
inaction
• The vaccine isn’t 100% full-proof, but it will
protect you and others
• Personal experience and sharing information
can help others make informed choices

Focused Code
Covid-19 is unlike
anything we’ve faced
before
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Theoretical Code

APPENDIX D: IRB DETERMINATION
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APPENDIX E: OCTOPARSE PROCEDURE
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Thread Collection
Go to Web Page > Fixed input of: [Insert https of desired source]
Scroll Page > Is a Loop object > Loop Mode: Scroll Page [Necessary for source websites
that load only a particular section of text at one time]
• Scroll for one screen
•

End loop when there’s no more content = true

• Wait time: 1 second [Depends on source loading time between sections of text]
Loop Item > Is a Loop Object > Loop Mode: Variable List
•

List input XPath: //TR[contains(@class,"topic-list-item")] [Paths defined by
inspecting website code for desired text]

Extract Data > Extract Data in the loop = true > URL
•

XPath input: //td[contains(@class,"main-link")]/span/a

•

When data cannot be found: > Use a Fixed Value: “ERROR”

•

Customize Field > Extract text & attributes: > “href”

Text (the date of posting) > XPath input: //td[contains(@class,"activity")]/a/span
•

When data cannot be found: > Use a fixed value: “ERROR” [This
informs you if data is lost or skipped, but is not foolproof]

•

Customize Field > Extract text & attributes: > Text

Remove Duplicates: > If duplicates are found, only keep the 1st line extracted
•

Unique identifiers: > URL

Trigger: > If the below conditions are met > Text contains “2017”
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•

Do > Stop the entire extraction [ensures that nothing posted in 2017 is
collected, but is not foolproof]

FIGURE 6: Octoparse Thread Collection
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Post Collection Using Threads
Loop URLs > Is a Loop > Loop Mode: List of URLs > File Import (from previous
Octoparse output)
Go To Webpage > Timeout: 30 seconds > Load URLs in the loop = true
•

After loading page: > Block pop-up (Ads Possibly) = true

Scroll > Is a Loop > Loop Mode: Scroll Page
▪

Scroll: For one screen

▪

Repeats: 1000

▪

End Loop when there’s no more content to load = true

▪

Wait time: 0.5 seconds

Loop Posts > Is a Loop > Loop Mode: Variable List
▪

List input XPath: //DIV[contains(@class, "topic-post")]

▪

Before action is performed: > Wait before action: 1 second

Extract Data1 > Text > Relative XPath = true
▪

XPath input: //DIV[contains(@class,"topicbody")]/DIV[contains(@class,"regular
contents")]/DIV[contains(@class,"cooked")]

▪

When data cannot be found: > Use a fixed value: “ERROR”

▪

Customize Field > Extract text & attributes: > Text

Time > Relative XPath = true [Date of each post was included]
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•

XPath input: //DIV[contains(@class,"topicbody")]/DIV[contains(@class,"topic-metadata")]/DIV[contains(@class,"postinfos")]/DIV[contains(@class,"post-date")]/A[contains(@class,"postdate")]/SPAN[contains(@class,"relative-date")]

•

When data cannot be found: > Use a fixed value: “ERROR”

•

Customize Field > Extract text & attributes: > “title”

Page_URL > Customize Field > Extract page-level data [Thread origin of each
post was included]

FIGURE 7: Octoparse Posts Collection
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APPENDIX F: PYTHON NRC LEXICON
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import hashlib
import uuid
import string
import csv
import time
from nrclex import NRCLex
def get_nrc_scores(text, emolist):
nrc = NRCLex(text)
nrc_emo = dict(nrc.top_emotions)
str_to_write = list()
str_to_write.append(text)
for emotion in emolist:
if emotion in nrc_emo:
str_to_write.append(nrc_emo[emotion])
else:
str_to_write.append(0)
return str_to_write
def run_NRC(inputfile):
raw_output_filename =
'finished/NRC/RAW/NRC_'+inputfile.replace('.csv','')+'_raw_'+time.strftime("%Y%m%
d-%H%M%S")+'.csv'
hashed_output_filename =
'finished/NRC/HASHED/NRC_'+inputfile.replace('.csv','')+'_hashed_'+time.strftime("%
Y%m%d-%H%M%S")+'.csv'
emo_list = ["fear","anger","anticipation",
"trust","surprise","positive",
"negative","sadness","disgust","joy"]
with open(raw_output_filename, 'a',newline='') as f_raw:
raw_writer = csv.writer(f_raw, delimiter=',')
raw_writer.writerow(emo_list)
with open(hashed_output_filename, 'a',newline='') as f_hash:
hash_writer = csv.writer(f_hash, delimiter=',')
hash_writer.writerow(emo_list)
emotions = dict.fromkeys(emo_list)
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with open(inputfile, 'r') as file:
reader = csv.reader(file)
for text in reader:
with open(raw_output_filename, 'a',newline='') as f_raw:
with open(hashed_output_filename, 'a',newline='') as f_hash:
raw_writer = csv.writer(f_raw, delimiter=',')
hash_writer = csv.writer(f_hash, delimiter=',')
text_str = text[0]
salt = uuid.uuid4().hex
text_hash = hashlib.sha256(salt.encode() + text_str.encode()).hexdigest()
write
to_write = get_nrc_scores(text_str, emotions)
list_to_write = to_write
list_to_write.append(text[1])
list_to_write.append(text[2])
raw_writer.writerow(list_to_write)
list_to_write[0] = text_hash
hash_writer.writerow(list_to_write)
threads_name = "OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS()"
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(1).csv")
print("1/7")
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(2).csv")
print("2/7")
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(3).csv")
print("3/7")
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(4).csv")
print("4/7")
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(5).csv")
print("5/7")
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run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(6).csv")
print("6/7")
run_NRC("OUTPUT_WITH_NEW_THREADS(7).csv")
print("7/7")
print("done")
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APPENDIX G: RESEARCHER MEMOS
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TABLE 15: Selection of Researcher Memos

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

“If ______, send your kids to private school/homeschool.” Parents did – it didn’t change a thing.
Parents engaged more with the forum and discussed more mundane topics in 2018-2019. If
someone brought up something like school shootings, others wanted it contained to a single thread
so they wouldn’t have to see it other places.
Dialogical group meaning-making reaches a shared understanding – even if the understanding is
that they must agree to disagree
perception of real and immediate consequences overrides most people’s desire to accept difference
in opinion
people have difficulty connecting effects of belief and individual action on whole
people were willing to do things they might not believe in because it
made others feel better
had no real consequences for them
seemed like the right thing to do
Even when people disagreed on fundamental morality, they would ask what led the other to make
that choice.
I didn’t just code the information, I continuously immersed myself in the forum culture. I read the
threads I’d collected and followed interactions as users engaged socially. I learned a great deal
about the culture of the community, such as: a) the moderators previous crack down on ‘political
arguments’ that turned many users away for a while, b) discussing race is internalized – everyone
begins self-focused meaning-making.
Old concept: people cannot hold beliefs that contradict their actions. Parents definitely did here
Revisit literature
Meaning-making studies often focus on children.
Study in 2015 mirrors the urgency of examining informal learning environments
Social cohesion
Human resilience
Old concept: Learning something new is only as important as how much it sticks. It sticks if a
meaningful encounter took place or it made you think a different way or act a different way or
make a more informed choice or confront a misconception or it disagreed with your beliefs /
affirmed your beliefs ––– at the very least, the knowledge had to affect you in some way for it to
have served a purpose.
First, people have to get out of dichotomous + middle thinking: if this, then not this, or neither.
Then, people have to move into the concept that there is still priority/importance to one or the
other, even if they’re both true/valid – false/bad. CONCEPTS CAN COEXIST. Example:
Apologizing for your actions, no matter how much time has passed, is important. You can grow,
move on, and try to be a better human being – but the person you hurt is under NO OBLIGATION
to forgive you.
Idea I’ve begun to reposition using historical and modern context is that reform is not inherently
“progressive” – most education reform assumes progressivism. There’s only a handful of studies in
education that really address our individual and institutional concepts of “change” and “reform.”
To this end, change/reform/stability/belief might misidentify dependency within domains rather
than relation (and vice versa) of institutional, systemic, and individual models that, perhaps, imply
an incorrect premise within a change dimension. This process dimension must be modeled before
attributing problem/product/treatment.
NRC – the topic of a post can have very negative words/descriptions in it but be framed in a way
that is seen as positive or hopeful. The framing of the sentence seems to matter more than the
subject, or entirely descriptive words.
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In a way, NRC attempts to add the human subjectivity to its analysis – it attempts to contextualize
information, but this attempt does unfortunately misidentify intent / emotion. There’s a margin of
error.
For example, a sentence that starts, “Well, the good news is that...” and follows with, “if you move,
your horrible neighbors and their ugly house can’t affect you anymore” might ignore the
commentary about having horrible neighbors or an ugly house in favor of identifying the sentence
approach as ‘looking on the bright side’ – anticipation, positive,
Tone really cannot be calculated well given the way we use language. There’s no objective way to
classify intent/emotion/sentiment to a reliable degree on its own. Sarcasm for example, or a passive
insult hidden in a comment like, “Your kids haven’t moved out? Wow,” may not even register as
any emotion or sentiment.
Statements that are negative sentiments may include a positive phrase that marks the post as having
a partial positivity score even if the overall intent of the post was not positive. For example,
commenting on a loss of salary or unemployment with trigger the negative counter, but also the
positive if the sentence contains something like, “even with benefits, this salary is horrible.”
Benefits are good. The word ‘even’ changes the intent of the message but NRC has difficulty
identifying this.
Negative doesn’t register as easily as positive does. Negative has to be REALLY negative for
something to score.
NRC and Vader provide great analysis of how we communicate online and how we can better
understand this, but the analysis exists outside of the socio-cultural contexts that took place 20182019 and 2020-2021. As people, we understand that anger expressed when you lose your job is
very different from anger expressed when danger/death are part of the equation. NRC and Vader
stick with intensity on a normalized model compared to all the data – this one post may be about
divorce but this other post about getting a B- on a math test registers within the same levels of
negativity and intensity.
For research like this where the intent is not to analyze how much people like a movie or approve
of a company, but instead examine online behavior during wide-spread events.
Qualitative codes are identifying more polarity and alarm in parents than quantitative. Quantitative
are normalized.
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